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ABSTRACT
In a Gorenstein local ring R,  two ideals A  and B  are said to be linked by an 
ideal I  if the two relations A — (I : B)  and B  =  (I  : A)  hold. In the case that I  
is a complete intersection, or a Gorenstein ideal, it is known that linkage preserves 
the Cohen-Macaulay property. That is, if A  is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, then so 
is B.  However, if I  is allowed to be a generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay 
ideal, easy examples show that this type of linkage does not preserve the Cohen- 
Macaulay property. The primary purpose of this work is to investigate how much 
of the Cohen-Macaulay property this more general kind of linkage does preserve.
By associating to I  an auxiliary ideal J, for which J / I  is isomorphic to the 
canonical module K r / j of R/ I ,  we are able to give complete conditions for various 
types of Cohen-Macaulay conditions that B  possesses, when B  is linked by 7 to a 
Cohen-Macaulay ideal A.  In particular, we give a criterion for B  to be a Cohen- 
Macaulay ideal, and when it is not, for R / B  to have high depth. We also give 
a description in some cases of the non-Cohen-Macaulay locus of R / B , including 
a calculation of its dimension. In these cases, there is an interesting relationship 
between the depth of R / B  and the dimension of the non-Cohen-Macaulay locus. 




The notion of linkage, at least in a geometric context, goes back at least to M. 
Noether, where he used it to classify space curves. Since then, it has proven to be a 
powerful tool both in geometry and in commutative algebra. The classical notion of 
linkage allowed only the class of complete intersection ideals, or varieties, as possible 
linking ideals. Until quite recently, though this classical linkage has been very well 
researched, there has not been a concerted attempt to widen the class of linking 
ideals. In this thesis, our primary efforts are devoted to the study of a more general 
notion of linkage, by allowing as linking ideals the class of generically Gorenstein, 
Cohen-Macaulay ideals. See Chapter 2 for precise definitions.
A general problem in commutative algebra is to identify the Cohen-Macaulay 
rings. In the context of classical linkage, that is, linkage by a complete intersection, 
if an ideal A  is Cohen-Macaulay and linked to an ideal B,  then B  is also Cohen- 
Macaulay, at least when the base ring is regular local, or even Gorenstein. This 
was first shown by C. Peskine and L. Szpiro in their fundamental paper on linkage, 
[PS]. On the other hand, if the hypotheses are weakened, this property may fail. 
For instance, Peskine and Szpiro give an example to show that if the base ring is 
only Cohen-Macaulay, then linkage by a complete intersection may not preserve the 
Cohen-Macaulay property. In response to this, C. Huneke developed the notion of 
strongly Cohen-Macaulay, and showed in [Hunl] that, in a Cohen-Macaulay ring
1
R, if A  is strongly Cohen-Macaulay and linked to B  by a complete intersection, 
then B  is Cohen-Macaulay.
In a slightly different vein, if we require our base ring to be Gorenstein, but 
allow a wider class of possible linking ideals, easy examples show that this, too, 
need not preserve the Cohen-Macaulay property. In particular, the subject of this 
paper is to examine this question for linkage by the class of generically Gorenstein, 
Cohen-Macaulay ideals. We attack the question from two overlapping viewpoints: 
first, when does such linkage preserve the Cohen-Macaulay property, and second, 
when it does not, how much of the Cohen-Macaulay property does pass along the 
linkage? Both of these viewpoints are answered in terms of the linking ideal, or more 
precisely, in terms of an ideal closely associated to the linking ideal. For instance, 
we are able to prove the following result:
T h eorem . Suppose R  is a local Gorenstein ring; let A and B  he ideals of R  linked 
by the generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideal I. Write K r / j  ~  J/1,  the 
canonical module R/ 1.  If  A is Cohen-Macaulay, then B  is Cohen-Macaulay if  and 
only if  the ideal A +  J  is Cohen-Macaulay with dim R / ( A  +  J) =  dim R /A  — 1.
By localizing, we are able to obtain precise statements about the non-Cohen- 
Macaulay locus of B , when B  is not Cohen-Macaulay. It is always easily described 
in terms of A  and J, and in some cases we can get a lower bound in terms of the 
depth of R /B  (Theorem 3.1.15). This lower bound is quite interesting; it shows 
that even if the linkage has “good” Cohen-Macaulay properties, in the sense that 
the non-Cohen-Macaulay locus of R /B  is small, then also the linkage has “bad” 
Cohen-Macaulay properties, in the sense that depth R /B  is also small.
3Our other primary thrust in this research was to discover when the linkage pre­
serves high depth. That is, if B  is linked in our general sense to a Cohen-Macaulay 
ideal A, when does R /B  have high depth, and in particular, when is there an 
inequality depth R /B  >  dim R /B  — 1? Whereas our characterization of linkage 
preserving the entire Cohen-Macaulay property involved the ideal A +  J, with the 
notation as in the Theorem above, the characterization of when this “depth inequal­
ity” is satisfied involves the unmixed part of A +  J. Namely, we have the following 
result:
T h eorem . Suppose the Cohen-Macaulay ideal A is linked to B  by the generically 
Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideal I , and write K r / j =  J / I ,  where neither A  nor B  
contains a non-zero-divisor for R /  J, and where depth R / ( A + J )  >  d i m R / ( A + J )  — 1. 
Then (A  +  J)' is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal if  and only if  R /B  satisfies the depth  
inequality.
The assumptions on non-zero-divisors are technical, which can always be satis­
fied. Unfortunately, the assumption on depth R / ( A  +  J ) seems to be essential, and 
we have been unable to remove it, even though it seems likely to always hold. In 
any case, we have no example where it does not. It is a condition which we have 
had to assume in several of our results.
We note that the proof of the above result is accomplished by “lifting” the linkage 
of A  and B  to a linkage by a Gorenstein ideal, a situation which is much better 
understood. Hopefully, this technique should prove useful in other situations as 
well.
Our original intent when we began this research was to generalize the classical no­
tion of linkage to linkage by determinantal ideals. Though this did not materialize, 
we note that the class of determinantal ideals and the class of generically Goren­
stein, Cohen -Macaulay ideals has a large intersection. Hence, it is natural to look 
in this intersection for easily computed examples. This is essentially the purpose 
of Chapter 4. Though the results contained there are not, strictly speaking, new, 
our proofs are very concrete in nature, and lend themselves well to computation, 
especially with the computer algebra program MACAULAY.
The main result of Chapter 4 extends to the non-generic case a well-known result 
about the canonical modules of certain kinds of determinantal ideals. Precisely, for a 
generically Gorenstein ideal I,  not necessarily determinantal, the canonical module 
K r / i is isomorphic to an ideal J / I  of R/ I .  When I  is also determinantal, our 
Theorem 4.9 shows how to obtain an explicit set of generators for J  in terms of 
the matrix whose maximal minors generate I. We do this by adapting a proof 
of Y. Yoshino, and including a general position argument. This general position 
argument is interesting in itself. It is essentially a prime avoidance lemma for 
minors of matrices, the usual prime avoidance lemma being the one-rowed case. 
Again, our proof is concrete, though a more general result follows from the theory 
of basic elements.
The present work seems to be among the few which have explicitly allowed a gen­
eral class of linking ideals besides the complete intersections. As such, it represents 
only a beginning of many possible research directions. It is hoped that a more gen­
eral notion of linkage, such as the one discussed here, or perhaps even more general,
5might prove useful in attacking some other questions from commutative algebra. It 
would perhaps be appropriate to review briefly, for the reader not well-acquainted 
with the theory of linkage, some of the extant literature. However, we do not claim 
that this is a complete list. All of the cited papers contain their own bibliographies, 
which the interested reader may consult.
The fundamental paper of Peskine and Szpiro [PS] is widely regarded as the 
modern beginning of the study of linkage. It contains many important algebraic 
results, which are then applied to geometric contexts. For instance, in codimension 
2 in a regular local ring, every Cohen-Macaulay ideal is in the linkage class of a 
complete intersection ideal. This kind of result fails in higher codimension, but this 
type of condition is important enough to have deserved a name, licci, for Linkage 
Class of a Complete Intersection, and it has been highly researched. If anything, it 
is one of the most well-researched subjects in the algebraic theory of linkage. See 
for instance [HU1, 2, 5, 7], [KM5] and [U2,3].
Still dealing with the classical theory of linkage by a complete intersection,
C. Huneke and B. Ulrich have developed a very sophisticated and powerful no­
tion of “generic linkage” in [HU1, 4, 7], and of a closely related idea of “generic 
residual intersection,” [HU3, 6]. This is perhaps the most general study of the 
algebraic theory of linkage.
On the geometric side, the structure of linkage, or liaison as it is commonly called 
in this context, is best known only in codimension 2, primarily because the codimen­
sion 2 locally Cohen-Macaulay varieties are well-known. The papers of A. Rao [Rl, 
2] established important invariance properties of liaison in codimension 2. Recent
6work by G. Bolondi, A. Geramita, J. Migliore, and others has also further clarified 
the structure of liaison in codimension 2. See for instance [BBM], [BM1, 2], [GM], 
and [Ml, 2].
There are many papers where the notion of linkage has been used to prove theo­
rems about other subjects. Most notable of these is the concerted effort of A. Kustin 
and M. Miller to describe the Gorenstein ideals of codimension 4, [KM1-5]. In par­
ticular, in [KM2, 3], they explicitly defined and used a notion of Gorenstein linkage. 
Linkage apparently also has some usefulness in work on finding lower bounds for 
Betti numbers. See [CEM] and [EG1].
We would like to mention the papers which we know of that explicitly allow a 
class of linking ideals more general than the complete intersections. In [G], E. Golod 
extended Peskine and Szpiro’s result on preservation of the Cohen-Macaulay prop­
erty to linkage by Gorenstein ideals, when the base ring is regular local. P. Schenzel 
in [Sc2] also considered Gorenstein linkage, giving a new proof of the Peskine- 
Szpiro result, and extending the invariance properties of Rao mentioned above. We 
have benefited greatly from this paper. R. Sjogren used Gorenstein linkage in [Sj] to 
prove the Cayley-Bacharach Theorem. As mentioned above, Kustin and Miller used 
Gorenstein linkage in their work on the Gorenstein ideals of codimension 4. A recent 
paper of C. Walter [W] defined Cohen-Macaulay linkage, and showed that every 
ideal is in the Cohen-Macaulay linkage class of a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, in a quite 
general base ring, including the Gorenstein rings. Finally, the papers [Hunl, 2, 5] 
of C. Huneke considered linkage by a complete intersection in a Cohen-Macaulay 
ring; naturally, this is quite closely connected with Cohen-Macaulay linkage. These
papers arose, in part, to correct a mistake in M. Artin and M. Nagata’s paper [AN], 
which looked at residual intersections in Cohen-Macaulay rings.
Chapter 5 is independent of the others, and can be read separately. It deals with 
the concept of quadratic sequences, a generalization by K. Raghavan of Huneke’s 
notion of weak d-sequences, which are themselves generalizations of the well-known 
regular sequences. Our main result is the following theorem:
T h eorem . Let aq, . . .  , x s be a d-sequence. Then the set of monomials { ■ ■ ■ Xin :
(*i , . . .  , in) €  S(n) } is a quadratic sequence, for each n >  1.
Thus, we have new natural examples of quadratic sequences. Moreover, it follows 
immediately that every power of an ideal generated by a d-sequence has relation 
type at most 2. We include in this chapter some remarks about the connection be­
tween quadratic sequences and d-sequences, which can be considered as the linearly 
ordered quadratic sequences.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we summarize the main results of this work, and indicate 
some open questions. In contrast to questions we ask in the main body of this paper, 
the remarks in Chapter 6 are intended to lay out directions for further research.
CHAPTER II 
DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS
In this chapter, we collect together the definitions and notation to be used in the 
following two chapters, and state some of the basic results of linkage theory. Most, 
or all, of this material is well-known; sometimes, however, due to lack of a good 
reference, we will indicate a proof. We will include in this chapter a short discussion 
of canonical modules, which are our primary tool. For the reader who is unfamiliar 
with canonical modules, we provide a motivation for their study by indicating the 
connection with local cohomology via the Local Duality Theorem. This will all be 
presented without proofs; we do, however, give references to the literature.
Our setting will always be in a Gorenstein local ring R. At times, we may also 
require R  to be regular local. An ideal I  of R  is said to be a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, 
or a Gorenstein ideal, if the residue ring R /I  has the corresponding property. In 
particular, an ideal I  is generically Gorenstein provided Ip is a Gorenstein ideal of 
Rp,t for each minimal prime p of I.
Our basic definition is:
D efin ition  2.1. Let R  be a local Gorenstein ring, and let A  and B  be ideals of R. 
Then A  and B  are said to be linked by an ideal I  if I  C A D B, and if A  =  ( I : B) 
and B  =  ( I : A). Equivalently, A and B  are linked by I  if
A /1  “  Hom R( R / B , R / I )  and B / I  “  HomiJ(R/A, R/ I ) .
9We note that this is a very general definition. When I  is a complete intersection, 
this definition coincides with the classical notion of linkage, e.g., in [PS, Sect. 2]. 
When I  is a Gorenstein ideal, the definition corresponds to Gorenstein linkage 
defined in [Sc2, Def. 2.1] and [KM2, Def. 1.3(2)]. In this paper, we will restrict the 
class of linking ideals to the generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideals, and, 
unless otherwise stated, by linkage, we will always mean linkage by such an ideal.
The next Proposition shows how the colon ideals behave with respect to primary 
decompositions. It is well-known.
P ro p o sitio n  2.2. Let 7 =  qi D . . .  fl qn be an irredundant prim ary decomposition 
of I, where qi is associated to  pi. Let A be another ideal. B y renumbering the qi, 
suppose that A % pi for i =  1 , . . .  ,k , that qi C A C pi; for i =  k +  1, . . .  ,1, and 
that A  C qi, for i =  I +  1 , . . .  ,n . Then a prim ary decomposition (not necessarily 
irredundant) for ( I : A) is given by
k i</: a )=n qin n <t>*:
i = l  i = k + l
Proof. The proof of this is easy. First note that
( I : .4) =  (p |q i : .4) =  f i t *  :
i  i
For those qi which contain A, (qi : A) =  R; if A % pi, then (qi : A) =  pi; and if 
Q A- Q Pi) then (qi : A) is primary to pi. □
In the context of linkage, this has the following consequence:
Corollary 2.3. If A and B  are ideals which are linked by I, then
Ass (R/A)  U Ass ( R/ B)  =  Ass(i?/7). □
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In particular, since in this paper, the linking ideal I  is always assumed to be 
Cohen-Macaulay, it is unmixed of pure height g, say. Hence also A and B  are 
unmixed of pure height g.
One of the primary reasons we are restricting this study to linkage by a generically 
Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideal is that this kind of linkage has a symmetry 
property. In other words, one of the relations A =  (I : B),  B  -= (I  : A)  implies 
the other. Although different versions of this appear in [Hun2, Remark 0.2] and 
[Sc2, Prop. 2.2], neither statement is exactly what we need. So we state it formally 
here, and combine the proofs from those two references. See also [PS, Prop. 2.1].
Lem m a 2.4. Let R  be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring, and I  a Cohen-Macaulay 
ideal. Suppose A is an unmixed ideal containing I, with height A =  height/. Put 
B  =  (I  : A). If R p is Gorenstein for each minimal prime p of A and Ip is a 
Gorenstein ideal, then A =  ( I : B).
Proof. By considering the Cohen-Macaulay ring R /I  in place of R, we may assume 
that height A =  0 and B  =  (0 : A). We need to show that A =  (0 : B) =  (0 : 
(0 : A)),  and since the forward containment always holds, we need only see that 
(0 : (0 : A)) C A. For this, it suffices to show (0 : (0 : A p)) C Ap for each 
minimal prime p over A. But R p is zero-dimensional Gorenstein for each such 
prime by assumption, and in these rings, every ideal J  satisfies J  =  (0 : (0 : J)),  
[HK, Satz 1.44]. In particular, this is true when J  =  Ap. □
It is in general an interesting question when A =  (I  : B) implies B  =  (I  : A). 
As above, if I  is generically Gorenstein, this statement does hold. More generally,
11
if A is an unmixed ideal containing a Cohen-Macaulay ideal / ,  in some sense the 
number of possible B  so that A =  (I  : B) depends on the Cohen-Macaulay type 
of /p, for the minimal primes p not associated to A. More precisely, we have the 
following result.
P ro p o sitio n  2.5. Let R b e  a Gorenstein local ring, and let I  be a Colien-Macaulay 
ideal o f height g. Suppose A is an ideal of height g containing I, and let B t , for 
i — 1, s be unmixed ideals o f height g containing I, so that A  =  ( I : B i) for each 
i. If p £  As s ( R/ I ) \ As s ( R/ A) ,  then Ip =  fj^Pip.
Proof. Let I  =  qi fl • • • D q*, be an irredundant primary decomposition of I. Suppose 
qi is primary to p, where p is not minimal over A. Thus, we have
I  c f ) B i C { I  : A)  =  (m : A) D • • • D (q*, : A).
i
On localizing at p, and using that qi C A but A £  p, we obtain
Ip C Bip C (qi : A )p =  qip =  Ip.
i
Hence equality holds throughout, and we obtain the result. □
Remark. Thus, if r  := r ( Rp/Ip)  denotes the Cohen-Macaulay type of Rp/ Ip , then 
if s >  r,  the set B{ of ideals is redundant at p. That is, there are containment 
relations among the Bi p. In this sense, the number of B{ possible is bounded above 
at p by r. In particular, if I  is Gorenstein at p, all the B{p are equal.
E xam p le. We cannot improve this in general to include associated primes of A. 
In R  =  k[x,y\,  take I  =  (x3, x 2y , x y 2, y 3), B\  =  (x2,y),  and B 2 =  ( x , y2). Then
12
we have (J : B\ )  =  (I : B 2 ) =  (x2, x y , y 2). Note that p =  (x, y) e  Ass(.R/A) — 
Ass ( R/ I )  and Ip =  (x3, x 2y , x y 2, y 3), while B lp n B 2p =  (x2, x y , y 2).
In the last part of the next chapter, we shall very briefly be concerned with 
geometric linkage; hence, we define it here, and show that it is just linkage with an 
additional assumption on the associated primes.
D efin itio n  2.6. Ideals A  and B  of the Gorenstein local ring R  are geometrically 
linked if they are each unmixed of pure height g, have no common primary compo­
nents, and I  := A  fl B  is generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay.
Note that Proposition 2.2 implies that if A  and B  are geometrically linked by I , 
then they are linked by I. Conversely, we have the following well-known result. Its 
proof is easy, and appears in [Sc2, Lemma 2.3] for instance.
L em m a 2.7 . If A and B  are unmixed ideals, linked by the generically Gorenstein, 
Cohen-Macaulay ideal I, and if  A and B  have no common components, then A and 
B  are geometrically linked by I, i.e., I  — A  Pi B.
Our primary tool as we study linkage by generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay 
ideals will be the theory of canonical modules. At least for Cohen-Macaulay rings, 
this is developed in [HK]. Another excellent reference for material on canonical 
modules, especially for non-Cohen-Macaulay rings, is the book of Schenzel, [Scl]. 
We will give below the general definition of a canonical module; because we will 
generally work over a Gorenstein ring, we can specialize the definition, and extend 
it, as in [Scl], to modules.
13
In the following remarks, let I? be a local ring, without any a priori restrictions. 
Denote by i l^ ( —) the local cohomology functors, and by E ( M)  the injective hull 
of the module M.
Over complete local rings, the following Theorem defines canonical modules:
T h eo rem  2.8 . [HK, Satz 5.2] Let R  be a complete local ring, dim I? =  n. Then 
the functor on modules defined by M  ^  H™(M) is representable; that is, there 
exists a module K r  such that for each module M , there is a functorial isomorphism
H™(M)V =  H o m R ( M ,  K r ),
where, for a module N , N y denotes the M aths dual PIom/j(7V', E( R/ m) )  of  N.
D efin itio n  2.9. [HK, Def. 5.6] A canonical module for a local ring R  is a module 
K r  such that K r ® R  =  K £, where R  is the completion of R, and K p  is the module 
in Theorem 2.8.
We note that for arbitrary local rings, a canonical module may not exist. When 
it does, however, it is unique [HK, Bemerkung 5.7]. For sufficiently good rings, the 
canonical module does exist, and takes a particularly nice form. We summarize 
these in the following:
P roposition  2.10.
(1) [HK, Satz 5.9] If  R  is a  Gorenstein ring, then a canonical module K r  for R  
exists, and K r  =  R. Conversely, if  R  is Cohen-Macaulay, and if  it has a 
canonical module K r  with K r  =  R, then R  is Gorenstein.
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(2) [HK, Satz 5.12] Suppose S  -> R is a local, surjective homomorphism of 
rings, and suppose a canonical module K s  exists for S. Then a canonical 
module exists for R, and K r  =  Extg(R,  Ks ) ,  where d =  dim S — dim R.
(3) In particular, if  R  is a Gorenstein ring, and if  I  is an ideal of height 
g, then the residue class ring R /I  has a canonical module, and K r / j =  
Ext9r (R /I , R).
Since we will always be working over a Gorenstein base ring, we will take (3) as 
our working definition for canonical modules. Following Schenzel [Scl], we extend 
this definition to an arbitrary module:
D efin itio n  2.11. Let R  be a local Gorenstein ring, and let M  be a module; put 
d =  dimi? — dim M . Then the canonical module of M  is K m  =  Extr (M,  R).
In particular, we can speak of the canonical module of a canonical module, which 
we will denote by K k r/1 for an ideal I  of R.
An important property of canonical modules which we will require is
P ro p o sitio n  2.12. Suppose M  is a Cohen-Macaulay module over a Gorenstein 
local ring R. Then K m  is also Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. If M  =  R/ I ,  this is well-known; see for example, from [HK, Satz 6.1(d)]. 
For arbitrary modules, it appears in the proof of [Scl, Lemma 3.1.1(c)]. □
We note that even in the case M  — R/ I ,  if R / I  is not Cohen-Macaulay, the depth 
of K r / j is quite difficult to get a handle on. See, for instance, [A], where there are 
constructed examples showing that the canonical module may have any possible
15
depth. We also note that the converse of Proposition 2.12 does not hold. On the 
other hand, K m  always satisfies the Seri'e condition S2 [Scl, Lemma 3.1.1(c)], so for 
M  =  R / I , the first case where K r / j  is not Cohen-Macaulay is for dim R / I  =  3. In 
R  =  k[u,v,  x, y,  one such ideal is I  — (u3 ,u 2v ,u v 2 ,v 3 ,u2x — uvy — v2z).
The importance of canonical modules in commutative algebra arises from the 
Local Duality Theorem, which expresses the somewhat mysterious local cohomology 
modules in a more concrete form. Since this theorem provides a sufficient motivation 
for the study of canonical modules, we state it, though we will not need it explicitly. 
For a partial converse, see [Scl, Kor. 3.5.3].
L ocal D u a lity  T h eorem . [HK, Satz 5.5] Let R  be a local ring, dim R =  n, with 
a canonical module K r . H R  is Cohen-Macaulay then for each module M , there is 
an isomorphism
as E j c t r W * * ) ,  i =  0,...,n .
We already gave in Lemma 2.4 one reason for restricting this study to linkage 
by generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideals. Our other main reason for this 
restriction is that if I  is such an ideal in a Gorenstein ring, the canonical module of 
R /I  is embeddable as an ideal in R/ I .  Indeed, we have the following result:
L em m a 2.13. [HK, Kor. 6.7, 6.13] Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension 
at least 1, which possesses a canonical module K r . Then K r  is isomorphic to an 
ideal of R  if  and only if  R p is Gorenstein, for each minimal prime p. Furthermore, 
i f  K r  =  J  is an ideal of R, then J  is a height 1, Gorenstein ideal o f R.
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Thus, in particular, when I  is a generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideal of 
height g in the Gorenstein ring R, then K r / j  is isomorphic to J / I  for some height 
g +  1 Gorenstein ideal J  containing I.
In light of the usefulness of this result in our study, it seems natui'al to ask the 
following:
Question. Suppose I? is a Gorenstein local ring, and I  is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal 
of R. Does there exist a nice submodule M  of K r / j  s o  that K r / j / M  is isomorphic 
to an ideal of R /H
Finally, in the proofs of many of our results, we will chase depths along exact 
sequences. For this, we will use the Depth Lemma, which is well-known and easy 
to prove.
D ep th  L em m a. Suppose there is a short exact sequence of modules
0 --------> A   > B  > C--------- > 0
over a Noetherian ring R. Then one of the following holds:
depth A >  depth B  =  depth C  
depth B  >  depth A  =  depth C +  1 
depth C >  depth A =  depth C. □
CHAPTER III
ON A GENERAL NOTION OF LINKAGE
3 .1 .  T h e  C o h e n - M a c a u l a y  P r o p e r t y
Our starting point in this chapter is the following theorem:
T h eorem  3 .1 .1 . Let R  be a local Gorenstein ring. Suppose A and B  are linked 
by an ideal I, where I  is a complete intersection, or a Gorenstein ideal. If A  is a 
Cohen-Macaulay ideal, so is B .
The case that I  is a complete intersection was first shown in [PS, Prop. 1.3]. For 
I  a perfect Gorenstein ideal, this was shown in [G]. Also, Schenzel gave a different 
proof in [Sc2], which works for any Gorenstein ideal. We note that easy examples 
show that Theorem 3.1.1 is false if we allow I  to be a generically Gorenstein, Cohen- 
Macaulay ideal. The following example is perhaps the easiest; it was given in [Sc2].
E x a m p le  3 .1 .2 . Let R  — k[x,y, z,w]^x y Z^yW^ be the ring of polynomials in four 
variables, localized at the origin. Put A =  (y , z ) and B  =  (x , y ) fl (z , w ) =  
( x z , y z , x w, y w) .  Then A  and B  are height 2 ideals linked by I  =  (x , y ) D (y, z) fl 
(z, w)  =  (x y , y z , y w ). Evidently, I  is generically Gorenstein (in fact, generically a 
complete intersection). To see that it is Cohen-Macaulay, just note that it is the 
ideal of maximal minors of the matrix
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whence it is Cohen-Macaulay by the results of [EN], Here, though, A  is a complete 
intersection, hence in particular, R / A  is Cohen-Macaulay, but R / B  has depth 1. 
Indeed, it is easy to verify that x +  w is a maximal regular sequence on R/ B .
Our purpose in this chapter is to investigate how much of the Cohen-Macaulay 
property is preserved along linkage by generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay 
ideals. In particular, if A  and B  are linked by a generically Gorenstein, Cohen- 
Macaulay ideal I , and A  is Cohen-Macaulay, we give conditions for B  to be a 
Cohen-Macaulay ideal, and when it is not Cohen-Macaulay, we can describe its 
non-Cohen-Macaulay locus, and give a criterion for R / B  to have high depth.
Recall that since I  is generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay, Proposition 2.13 
shows that there is a Gorenstein ideal J , containing I , so that J / I  is a height 1 
ideal of R / I  and the canonical module K r / j of R / I  is isomorphic to J/ I .  We note 
that J  is highly non-unique. Also, for future reference, we note that if a prime p 
contains 7, then Ip is a Gorenstein ideal of R p if and only if either J  is not contained 
in p or Jp =  (7p,c), for some element c E R p which is a non-zero-divisor on R p/ I p. 
This is because in either case, K r p/ ip =  (K r / j )p =  Jp/ I p =  R p/ I p, whence R p/ I p 
is Gorenstein, by Proposition 2.10(1).
All of our results will depend on the interaction of A  and J, where K r / i =  J / I ,  
for some choice of J.  As such, we begin with some preliminary information on this 
interaction.
L em m a 3 .1 .3 . Let  R  be a local ring for which the zero ideal is unmixed, A any 
ideal o f height <  1, and J  any ideal of height 1 . Then there exists a non-zero-divisor 
c of R  such that A is contained in a minimal prime of cJ.
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Proof. By the height condition on A, there certainly exists a prime p containing A 
with height p =  1. Thus p is minimal over some non-zero-divisor c. Clearly cJ  C p. 
Since J  is height 1, it contains a non-zero-divisor; hence, cJ  also contains a non- 
zero-divisor, so is of height at least 1. Since it is contained in the height 1 prime p, 
p must be minimal over cJ. By construction, p contains A, so we are done. □
C orollary 3 .1 .4 . Suppose I  C A, and that I  is generically Gorenstein and Cohen- 
Macaulay. Then K r / j =  J / I ,  where J  is a Gorenstein ideal of height one more 
than I, and where A does not contain a non-zero-divisor for R / J .
Proof. Since I  is generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay, there exists a Gorenstein 
ideal J  of height one over I  such that K r / j  =  J/ I .  But the ideals A / 1  and J / I  of 
R / I  satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.1.3, so for some non-zero-divisor c of R/ I ,  
A  is contained in a minimal prime for cJ/ I .  However, as R / I  modules, we have 
J / I  =  cJ/7; hence, letting J' be the complete pre-image in R  of cJ/ I ,  we see that 
K r / i  =  J ' / I  and A  is contained in a minimal prime for J' . □
Note that the minimal primes of J  are also minimal primes of J'.  Thus, if A 
and B  are linked by a generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideal I, then we can 
choose a J  such that both A  and B  are contained in some minimal prime of J.  In 
particular, dim R / ( A  +  J) =  d — 1, where d :== di mR/ A.
On the other hand, it may sometimes be possible to choose an ideal J  so that 
height .A +  J  >  height J , i.e., A  contains a non-zero-divisor for R / J .  Our next 
lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition for this to hold, and we will see 
later that often, such a choice of J  may not be possible (Corollary 3.1.12).
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L em m a 3 .1 .5 . Let A and B  be linked by the generically Gorenstein, Cohen- 
Macaulay ideal I  and suppose J  is such that K r / j  =  J / I .  Then A contains a 
non-zero-divisor for R /J  if  and only if  B  C  J .
Proof. First, suppose x G A  is a non-zero-divisor for R/ J .  If 6 E B,  then xb E I  Q J,  
whence b E J.  Thus B  C  J.
Conversely, suppose B  C  J.  Then since R / A  is a homomorphic image of R / I , 
and of the same dimension, by Proposition 2.10 we have
K r /a  “  Horn ( R / A , K r / i ) =  Horn ( R/ I ,  J / I )  =  ( ( I : A)D J ) / /  =  ( B D J ) / I  =  B/ I .  
Next, if we apply the functor Hom(l?/A, —) to the short exact sequence
0 --------► J / I  — R / I  -------- ► R / J   ► 0,
we obtain a long exact sequence
0 -----► K o m( R/ A , J / I )  - ^ 4  Bo m( R / A , R / I )  -----► Horn (R/A,  R / J )  -----► . . . .
As above Horn (R/A,  J / I )  =  K r / j =  B/ I ,  and by the linkage Horn (R/A,  R / I )  =  
B / I .  It is now easily checked that the map i* commutes with these isomorphisms, 
which shows that it is an isomorphism, and hence Hom(f?/A, R / J )  — 0. This means 
that A  contains a non-zero-divisor for R / J .  □
We would like to show that, when A is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, and J  is chosen 
so that height (A +  J) =  height J,  then A +  J  is nearly a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, 
in the sense that depth R / ( A  +  J) >  dim R / ( A  +  J)  — 1. However, we have been 
unable to prove this, or to find a counterexample. On the other hand, this property 
is definitely independent of the choice of the ideal J,  as the next proposition shows. 
This result will be used often throughout the remainder of this chapter.
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P ro p o sitio n  3 .1 .6 . Suppose A and B  are linked by the generically Gorenstein, 
Cohen-Macaulay ideal I. Put d := dim R/ I ,  and write K r / j  =  J / I .  If  R / A  is 
Cohen-Macaulay, then
(1) if  R / ( A  +  J) is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d — 1, then K r / r  is Cohen- 
Macaulay;
(2) otherwise, depthK r / r  =  depthl? /(J4 +  J) +  2.
Proof. First, since A  and B  are linked, we have
K r / b  =  Horn ( R/ B,  K R/I) =  Horn ( R/ B,  J / I )  =  ( { I : B)  n J ) / I  =  (A n J) / I .
Now, since AH J  has embedded components (namely, the primary components of 
J  not containing A),  it cannot be a Cohen-Macaulay ideal. Hence, from the depth 
lemma applied to the short exact sequence
0 ------------► ( A H J ) / I  ------------► R / I  ------------► R / ( A C \ J )   ► 0
we see that depth(A fl J ) / I  =  depth R / ( A  D J) +  1 .
Next, note that there is an isomorphism A / ( A  fl J) =  (A +  J ) / J • The depth 
lemma applied to the sequence
0 --------► A / ( A  n J)  --------> R / ( A  n J)  > R / A   > 0,
along with the fact that R/(AC\J)  is not Cohen-Macaulay, shows that depth R/(AC\  
J) =  depth A / ( A  fl J). A third application of the depth lemma on the sequence
0 -------- ► (A +  J ) / J  --------► R / J --------- ► R / ( A  +  J)  --------► 0
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shows that if depth R / (A  -f J) =  depth R /  J,  then depth( A +  J ) / J  =  depth R /  (A  +  
J); otherwise, depth(.A +  J ) / J  =  depthR / ( A  +  J) +  1.
Finally, note that height A + J  >  height J; hence if depth R / (A + J ) =  depth R /  J,  
then R / ( A  +  J)  is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d — 1. Thus, we have the desired 
conclusion. □
Note that because K r / b  does not depend on J, we have some invariance prop­
erties for the ideal A +  J  as J  runs among the ideals for which K r / j =  J/ I .  One 
useful such property is isolated in the following statement.
C orollary 3 .1 .7 . Let  d dim R/ I .  If K r / r  is Cohen-Macaulay, then for every 
choice of J  so that K r / j =  J / I ,  
(1) i f  A contains a non-zero-divisor for R / J, then height A +  J  =  height J  -f  1, 
and R / ( A  +  J)  is Cohen-Macaulay;
(2) otherwise, depth i? /(A  +  J) >  dim i?/(A  +  J) — 1 .
Proof. For (1) note that certainly h e ig h ts  +  J  >  height J  +  1 . Thus, dim R / ( A  +
J) <  d — 2, and so from Proposition 3.1.6, we see that
d =  depth K r / r  =  depth R / ( A  +  J) +  2 <  dim R / ( A  +  J)  +  2 <  d.
Hence, depth R / ( A  +  J) =  dim R / ( A  +  J)  =  d — 2, showing that R / ( A  +  J ) is
Cohen-Macaulay, with height A +  J  =  height J  +  1.
The second statement follows similarly: the assumption that A  not contain a 
non-zero-divisor for R / J  implies that d \ mR / ( A  +  J) =  d — 1. If R / ( A  +  J)  is not 
Cohen-Macaulay, then Proposition 3.1.6(2) shows that depth R / ( A  +  J)  =  d — 2. 
In either case, then, we have depth R / ( A  +  J) >  dim R / ( A  +  J)  — 1. □
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Proposition 3.1.6 also allows us to obtain our first Cohen-Macaulay criterion for 
R / B ,  when B  is linked to a Cohen-Macaulay ideal:
C orollary 3 .1 .8 . If depth R /  ( A + J )  >  dim R / J —1, then R /B  is Cohen-Macaulay 
i f  and only if  R /B  satisfies the Serre condition 6 2 .
Proof. Since under the hypothesis, K r / b is Cohen-Macaulay, this follows immedi­
ately from [Scl, Satz 3.2.3]. □
In some sense, Corollary 3.1.8 is unsatisfactory, for it characterizes the Cohen- 
Macaulay property for R / B  in terms of R/ B .  Ideally, we want to use conditions 
on A  and I  to give a Cohen-Macaulay criterion for R / B ; this is accomplished 
in Corollary 3.1.11 below. To do this, we need to extend a result of Schenzel,
[Sc2, Theorem 3.1], to our situation of more general linkage.
Since R  is a Gorenstein local ring, it possesses a finite injective resolution, say D *. 
This complex D* is a dualizing complex for R. That is, it is a bounded complex of 
injective modules, with finitely generated cohomology, such that for every bounded 
complex G® with finitely generated cohomology, the natural map of complexes
G® ->• Hom(Hom(G®,£>•),£>•)
induces isomorphisms on cohomology, cf. [Sh] or [Ha]. For a module M  the first 
non-vanishing cohomology of the complex IIom(M, D*) is Extg(M,  R) =  K m , (d •= 
dim R  — dim M),  by Local Duality and the characterization of dimension in terms 
of the local cohomologies of M.  Thus, we have an exact sequence of complexes in 
the derived category
(*) 0  > K M[ - g ] ------> Hom(M, D°)   > J * ( M )   ► 0,
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where the truncated dualizing complex of M , is the factor complex of the
left-hand embedding. Note that from the long exact sequence on cohomology asso­
ciated to (*),
{0  if i <  g
Ext l ( M, R)  otherwise.
T h eorem  3 .1 .9 . Suppose A and B  are linked by  a generically Gorenstein, Cohen-
Macaulay ideal I. Write K r / j =  J / I ,  for a Gorenstein ideal J  of height 1 over I.
Then there exists a quasi-isomorphism
J * ( J / ( A n J ) ) [ g ]  -> Horn( J * ( R / B ) , D° ) .
Proof. First, recall that K r / b  =  (A fl J ) / I , as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.6. 
Hence we have a short exact sequence
o  > k r , b ------ ► j / i ------- > J / { A  n J) ------ ► o.
But since R / I  is Cohen-Macaulay, then in the dei'ived category, there is an isomor­
phism J / I [ —g] — Horn( R/ I , D*) .  Hence the exact sequence gives rise to an exact 
sequence in the derived category:
0 -------- > K o / e l - g ]  --------► Hom ( R / I , D ' )  -------> J I ( A n J ) [ - g ]   > 0.
Using the morphism Horn( R / B , D* )  —> Ko m( R/ I , D* )  induced by the surjection 
R / I  —> R / B  we obtain a commutative diagram of exact sequences in the derived 
category:
0 -------► K R/B[-g)  --------- ► Hom(H//,E»e)  ► J / ( A n J ) [ - g \   > 0
I i -I
0 ------- > K R/B[ - g ] ------- y Horn( R / B , D* )  ----------> J ' { R / B )   > 0
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where (p* is induced from the first two maps. On applying the dualizing functor 
Hom(—,£)*), we obtain the commutative diagram
(*)
0 ------ ► Uo m( J / ( An J ) , D° ) [ g \   ► R / I  ------ > Horn( K R/B,D°)[g\  ------ ► 0
r
0 ------> Horn( J 9( R / B ) , D Q) ------ ► R / B   y R o m ( K R/B,D*)[g\   y 0
where ip* is the dual of (p*. We just need to show that H° ( Rom( H*( R/ B) , D*) )  =  0 
and that induces isomorphisms on the homology level, for i >  0. Thus taking 
the long exact sequences on homology associated to the diagram (*), we obtain 
commutative diagrams
0 -------y Ext R( J / ( A  D J), R)   y R / I  --------- y
0 -------y H ° ( R o m( J * ( R / B ) , D° ) )   - y  R / B  --------- ►
Ex t9R(K R/B,R )  ------- y Ext^+1(J /(A n  J) , R)  ---------y 0
Ext9R{K R/B,R )  ------- > H 1 ( H o m ( J ' ( R / B ) , D ' ) )  ---------  ^ 0
and
Ext9+ \ K r / b , R )  - Z - >  E x t 9+ i + 1( J / ( A n J ) , R )
E xt9^ ( K r / b ,R )  — H i+1 (R/ B) ,  D 9))
The five-lemma applied to the first diagram shows the last map is an isomorphism, 
and the second diagram has the right-hand maps isomorphisms. These maps are 
just the maps induced on homology by ip1, i >  0. But since R /B  is unmixed, it 
follows from [Scl, Satz 3.2.2] that H°(H. om(J*(R/B) ,  D' ) )  =  0, and so we are 
finished with the proof. □
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Remark. We recover the result of [Sc2, Theorem 3.1] when I  is Gorenstein, for then 
K r / j  =  J / I  is isomorphic to R/ I ,  whence (A +  J ) / J  =  R/ A.  Thus, J*(R/A)[g]  =  
H om( J*( R/ B) , D*) .
C orollary 3.1 .10. If A is Cohen-Macaulay and linked to B  by the generically 
Gorenstein ideal I, where K r / j  — J/ I ,  then Ext9R 2( R/ ( A  +  J) , R)  is isomorphic 
to the cokernel o f the natural map
R / B ^ E x t 9R( K R/B,R).
Proof. The proof of the above Theorem 3.1.9 shows that there is an exact sequence
0 R /B  -»  Ext9r ( K r / b ,R)  Ext?j+1 ( J / { A n J ) , R )  0.
But clearly J/ (AC\J)  =  (A +  J) /A.  Using that R / A  is Cohen-Macaulay and taking 
the long exact sequence on Ext associated to the short exact sequence
0 (A +  J ) / A  -¥ R / A  -+ R / ( A  +  J) —> 0
we see that Ext^+1((^4 +  J ) / A , R)  =  Ext^+2 ( il /(A  +  J) , R) ,  which finishes the 
proof. □
The next two Corollaries establish the main Cohen-Macaulay properties of R/ B.  
In the first, we give a strong characterization for R / B  to be Cohen-Macaulay, which 
in contrast to our earlier characterization of Corollary 3.1.8, depends only on A  and 
J.  The second Corollary uses this characterization to get some information on the 
non-Cohen-Macaulay locus of R/ B.
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C orollary 3 .1 .11 . Suppose A  is Cohen-Macaulay and linked to B  by the generi­
cally Gorenstein ideal I. Write K r / j  =  J/ I .  Then R /B  is Cohen-Macaulay if  and 
only if  A +  J  is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal with height A +  J  =  height J.
Proof. Put g =  height /  and d =  dim R/ I .  Suppose that R / B  is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Then the natural map R / B  —> K k r/b is an isomorphism [Sc2, Satz 3.2.2]. Thus 
from Corollary 3.1.10, we see that Ext9+2 (i?/(.A +  J) , R)  =  0. Next, from Propo­
sition 3.1.6, we have depth R / ( A  +  J) >  depth K r / r  — 1. Since R / B  is Cohen- 
Macaulay, so is K r / r , necessarily of the same dimension. Hence there is only one 
non-vanishing Ext module for R / ( A  +  J)  and this is Ext9+ 1(/2/(.A +  J) ,R) .  This 
shows that R / ( A  -j- J ) is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d — 1.
Conversely, suppose R / ( A  +  J ) is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d — 1. Then in 
particular, Ext9+2 ( i? /(A + J ), R) =  0, showing that the natural map R / B  —> K r r / b  
is an isomorphism. But Proposition 3.1.6(1) shows that K r / r  is Cohen-Macaulay; 
hence, K k r/b — R / B  is also Cohen-Macaulay. □
Remark. We recover the fact that Gorenstein linkage preserves the Cohen-Macaulay 
property because if I  is Gorenstein, then J  =  ( /,  c), for some non-zero-divisor c 
over R/ I .  Hence A +  J  =  (.<4 , c ) ;  since c is a non-zero-divisor for R/ I ,  it is also 
a non-zero-divisor for R/ A.  Thus, height(A, c) =  height A +  1, and R/ ( A, c )  is 
Cohen-Macaulay. By the Corollary, this implies R / B  is Cohen-Macaulay.
The next result is immediate.
C orollary 3 .1 .12 . If there is an ideal J  with K r / j =  J / I  and so that A contains 
a non-zero-divisor for R / J ,  then R /B  is not Cohen-Macaulay. □
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For the following results, define the non-Cohen-Macaulay locus of a module M  
to be NCM(M) := { p G Supp(M) : M p is not Cohen-Macaulay }.
C orollary 3 .1 .13 . Suppose height A +  J  =  height J. Then
NCM ( R/ B)  =  NCM ( R/ ( A +  J )).
Proof. Let p G NCM(7?/(A +  J)). First, we claim p G Supp(R/B) .  For if not, 
then R p =  B p =  (ip : Ap), and hence A p =  Ip. Since Ip C Jp, we have A p +  
Jp =  Ip +  Jp =  Jp, and this is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal (even Gorenstein), which 
contradicts that p G NCM(jR/(A +  J)). Thus in the ring Rp, we have the following 
situation: the proper ideal B p is linked to the Cohen-Macaulay ideal A p by the 
generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideal Ip, and K r p/ / p =  Jp/Ip.  But since 
p G NCM( R/ ( A +  J)),  (A +  J ) p is a non-Cohen-Macaulay ideal. Applying Corollary
3.1.11  to this situation, we see that B p is not a Cohen-Macaulay ideal.
Conversely, suppose p G NCM (R/ B) ,  i.e., p G Supp ( R/ B)  and R p/ B p is not
Cohen-Macaulay. Then we claim that p must contain both A  and J.  If A % p,
then Bp =  (Ip : A p) =  Ip would be Cohen-Macaulay, a contradiction. If J  % p, 
then Ip is a Gorenstein ideal. Thus Bp is Gorenstein linked to the Cohen-Macaulay 
ideal A p, and by Theorem 3.1.1, this means B p is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, again a 
contradiction. In particular, this means that p G Supp(i?/(A +  J )). By Corollary
3.1.11  again, since Rp/Bp  is not Cohen-Macaulay, we have that (A +  J ) p is not a 
Cohen-Macaulay ideal, which shows that p G NCM (i?/(A +  J)).  □
Though the proof of the previous result only covers the case that A  does not 
contain a non-zero-divisor for R/ J ,  a similar result holds when A  does contain a
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non-zero-divisor for R / J .  Though the basic ideas of the previous proof, with an 
application of Corollary 3.1.7, would suffice to prove this, we offer below a somewhat 
different proof.
P ro p o sitio n  3 .1 .14 . If there exists J  such that height(^ 4 +  J) >  height J  (i.e., if  
A contains a non-zero-divisor for J ), then A +  J  defines the non-Cohen-Macaulay 
locus of R / B .  That is, NCM ( R / B)  =  Supp(i2/(i4 +  J)).
Proof. Since A  contains a non-zero-divisor for J, B  must be contained in J. Thus,
K r /a  =  Hornr (R/A,  J / I )  =  ( ( /  : A)  D J ) / I  =  (B D J ) / I  =  B / I ,
and in particular, B / I  is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d := dim R/ I .  So from the 
short exact sequence
(1) 0 - 4 B / / - 4  R / I  -> R / B  -+  0
we obtain a long exact sequence on E xt(—,R):
(2) 0 —> K r / b  K r / i —► K b / i E xi9^ / l (R /B , R) —> 0.
But applying the depth lemma to (1), we see that depth R /B  >  d — 1 . Hence, 
NCM ( R/ B)  =  SuppfExt9^ 1 ( R / B , R)).  Since K R/B =  { AC \ J ) / I ,  and K B/I =  
K k r/a =  R/ A,  the sequence (2) shows that E xt9^ 1 ( R / B , R )  =  R / ( A  +  J).  So 
NCM(i?/J9) =  Supp(J?/(A +  J )). □
Remark. Note that the above proof shows that R / ( A + J )  =  Ext3+1 ( R/ B,  R).  Since 
the module Ext9+1( R / B , R )  is unchanged as J  is varied among the ideals so that
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K r / i =  J I I  and A  contains a non-zero-divisor for R / J ,  then also R / ( A  +  J ), and 
v/ith it the ideal A +  J,  is unchanged.
Our next two results give some information on the dimension of the non-Cohen- 
Macaulay locus of R / B ,  under the additional hypothesis that K r / b  is Cohen- 
Macaulay. Of course, if A  contains a non-zero-divisor for R / J ,  then Proposi­
tion 3.1.14 shows, in particular, that dimNCM(jR/Z?) =  d — 2, where d — dim R/ B .  
Thus we need only be concerned with the case that no such J  exists.
T h eorem  3 .1 .15 . Suppose A and B  are linked by I, and that K r / b  is Cohen- 
Macaulay. Choose J  so that K r / j =  J / I  and h e ig h ts  +  J  =  height J . Then 
dimNCM (i?/i?) >  depth R /B  — 1, with equality holding if  and only if  the module 
Extjj+ 2 ( R/ ( A  +  J) , R)  is Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. First, from Corollary 3.1.10 there is a short exact sequence
0 -------- ► R /B   > K Kr/ b  > E x t ( R/ ( A +  J ) , R)  -------- ► 0.
Moreover, the hypothesis that K r / b  is Cohen-Macaulay implies that K Rr/ b is also 
Cohen-Macaulay; hence, using the depth lemma on the exact sequence above, we 
see that depth R / B  =  depth Ext9r 2( R/ ( A +  J ) , R)  +  1.
Now, we also know from Corollary 3.1.7 that depth R / ( A  +  J) >  d im i?/(A  +  
J) — 1. Thus, Extjj+2 (i?/(yl +  J ) , R ) is the only non-vanishing higher Ext module; 
in particular, NCM (i7/(A +  J)) =  SuppExtjj+2 (J?/(>l +  J) , R) ,  and thus using 
Proposition 3.1.13, we have the following:
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dimNCM ( R/ B)  =  dimNCM (J?/(^ +  J)) =  dim Ext 9+2( R/ ( A +  J ) , R )
>  depthEx.t9+2( R/ ( A +  J), R)
=  depth R / B  — 1.
The inequality in the middle is an equality if and only if Ext^+2 (jR/(A +  J) , R)  is 
Cohen-Macaulay, and this finishes the proof. □
E x a m p le  3 .1 .16 . We may have a strict inequality in Theorem 3.1.15. Let R  =  
k[u, v , x , y, zj, and put
I  =  (u3v — uvxz  — u2yz,  u2v 2 — v2x z  — u vyz , u3y  — v2z 2, u2xy  — uv2z  +  v y z 2),
A  =  ( vz , u2y , u2v).
It is easily checked that I  is generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay, and A  is 
Cohen-Macaulay, both of height 2. On the other hand B  := (I  : A)  has depth 1, 
but NCM { R/ B)  =  V(a3 d4 ), where a* =  annExt 1r ( R / B , R) ,  [Scl, Satz 2.4.6], and 
this has dimension 1. Hence, dimNCM (i?/H) =  1 >  0 =  depth R / B  — 1.
Remark. Though we do not as yet have an example, it seems plausible that the 
hypothesis in Theorem 3.1.15 that B  be linked to a Cohen-Macaulay ideal A  cannot 
be dropped, in general. As part of a general question about non-Cohen-Macaulay 
ideals, it would be interesting to investigate the properties of such ideals which have 
Cohen-Macaulay canonical modules. For instance, how much of the above result 
can be proven without the assumption of linkage?
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T h eorem  3 .1 .17 . Let R  be an n-dimensional Gorenstein ring, and A and B  height 
g ideals linked by a generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideal I, with K r / j =  
J / I ,  and R / A  Cohen-Macaulay. Suppose K r / r  Is Cohen-Macaulay, and also that 
(A  +  J ) / J  satisfies the Serre condition Sr , but not Sr+ i- Then dim NCM ( R/ B)  =  
n — g — i—  1 .
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1.15, we have
dimNCM ( R/ B)  =  dim Ext g+2( R/ ( A + J ) , R ) .
Now, from the short exact sequence
0  -------- > (A +  J ) / A  --------> R / A   > R / ( A  +  J)  ----> 0,
and using that R / A  is Cohen-Macaulay, we see that Ext^+I((A +  J ) / A , R )  =  
Extft~%( R / ( A + J ) ,  R),  for i >  1. Also, since K r / r  is Cohen-Macaulay, by Corollary 
3.1.7, depthR / ( A  +  J)  >  d im i?/(A  +  J) — 1; hence, all the modules E xt^(i?/(A  -f 
J ) , R ) vanish, for i >  g +  2, and so the corresponding Ext modules for (A +  J ) / A  
also vanish. Furthermore, the module (A +  J ) / A  is equidimensional, since its mini­
mal primes are minimal primes of the Cohen-Macaulay ideal A.  Thus we can apply 
[Scl, Lemma 3.2.1]. This says that dimExt^+1((A +  J) /A,  R) =  n — g — l  — r,  where 
r  is the largest integer so that (A +  J ) / A  satisfies Sr . □
3 .2 .  O n  a  L o w e r  B o u n d  f o r  t h e  D e p t h  o f  a  L in k e d  I d e a l
Suppose that A  and B  are linked by a generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay 
ideal I,  and that R / A  is Cohen-Macaulay. In the previous section, we concentrated,
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for the most part, on when R / B  was Cohen-Macaulay, i.e., when R / B  had maximal 
depth. In this section, we are concerned with when R / B  has high depth. By this, 
we mean that depth R / B  >  Ana R / B  — 1; thus, R / B  is nearly Cohen-Macaulay. 
We will say in this case that R / B  (or B)  “satisfies the depth inequality.” One of the 
conditions which imply this will lead naturally to further consideration, and we are 
able to show that a result of Peskine and Szpiro on the sum of A  and B  continues 
to be valid in many cases. On the other hand, we give an example where it fails.
We have already seen one case when the above depth inequality holds, namely, 
when K r / i  =  J / I ,  where J  is an of height 1 over I  and A  contains a non-zero-divisor 
for J.  For in this case, we must have B  C J, and hence
K r /a  =  Hornr (R/A,  J / I )  =  ( ( /  : A)  fl J ) / I  =  B / I
is Cohen-Macaulay. Thus, the depth lemma applied to the exact sequence
0 B / I  -»  R / I  ->• R / B  0
shows that depth R / B  >  dim R / B  — 1.
The next example shows that this is not a necessary condition:
E xam p le 3 .2 .1 . Let R  =  k[ u , v , x , y , z , w] ( .) be the localized polynomial ring in 6  
variables. Let I  be the ideal generated by the 2 x 2  minors of the matrix
(u — v w 2 y wxx — w 0  x +  z yz
Thus, /  has height 3 and is Cohen-Macaulay. Also, K R/ j =  . / / / ,  where J  — 
(u — v, x — w) 3 +  I, so R / I  is generically Gorenstein. If we let B  be the unmixed
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part of the ideal ( x , w , z ) 2 +  / ,  and put A =  (I : B ), then it is easily checked, by 
MACAULAY for example, that A is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, B  satisfies the depth 
inequality, but K r / a B / I .  Thus, A does not contain a non-zero-divisor for J, 
for any J  with J / I  =  K r / j .
We note also, that the depth inequality is not always satisfied. The following 
example was communicated to me by C. Walter. The methods of his paper [W], 
especially those of Remark 1.1, allow many other similar examples to be easily 
computed.
E xam p le 3 .2 .2 . Let R  =  k[u, v, w, y ,  z] be the polynomial ring in five indetermi- 
nates. Let B  be the ideal defining the Veronesean surface in P4. That is, B  is the 
kernel of the obvious map
k[u, v , x , y , z ]  -> k[a2, p 2,'y2, p ( a -  7 ), 7 ( 0  -(3)] .
Put A  =  (x — z , v z  — y z ), and I  =  A  fl B.  Then it is easy to check that I  is a 
generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideal. Thus A  and B  are linked by / ,  R / A  
is Cohen-Macaulay, but R / B  has depth 1. In particular, B  does not satisfy the 
depth inequality.
Recall from Corollary 3.1.11 that R / B  is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if R / ( A  +  
J)  is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d —1, where d =  dim R/ A.  Our characterization 
of when R / B  satisfies the depth inequality is similar, except that it only involves the 
unmixed part of A +  J.  Unfortunately, we have to make the additional assumption 
that K r / r  is Cohen-Macaulay; as stated previously, we believe that this is already 
implied by the linkage, but have been unable to prove it.
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Notation. For an ideal G, we denote by G' the unmixed part of G. That is, G' is the 
intersection of the primary components of G  of highest dimension. Since we are in 
a Gorenstein local ring, note that G' =  annExt rf f 9{ R/ G, R) ,  where g  =  height G.
We first need a lemma, which is well-known; cf. [Mat, Exercise 6.4]:
L em m a 3 .2 .3 . Let R  be a Cohen-Macaulay ring, and A and B  ideals of the same 
height with B  C A. Denote by A', resp. B ', the intersection of the minimal prim ary 
components of A, resp. B. Then B' =  A' if  and only if  B p — A p for each minimal 
prim e p of B.
Proof. The forward direction is trivial, so assume that B p =  A p for each minimal 
prime of B. Let B' =  qi fl • • • fl qn and A! — Qi f l • • • D Qm be primary decompo­
sitions. Then it will suffice to show that n  — m ,  and that qt =  Q i ,  perhaps after 
renumbering. First, since A  and B  have the same height, if P  is a minimal prime 
of A, it is also minimal over B. Thus, m  <  n. On the other hand, if p is minimal 
over B , then since A p =  B p is a proper ideal of R p, we see that p is minimal over 
A, as well, and that the primary components of A  and B  corresponding to p are 
equal. Thus m  =  n  and qi =  Qi for each i, up to renumbering. □
P ro p o sitio n  3 .2 .4 . Let R  be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension n. Sup­
pose the ideals A and B  have height n — 1, and are linked by the generically Goren­
stein, Cohen-Macaulay ideal L. where R /I  has canonical module isomorphic to 
J / I ,  for an ideal J  of height 1 over I. Then A +  J  and B  +  J  are linked by J.
Proof. By working modulo I, we reduce to the case that R  is a 1-dimensional 
Cohen-Macaulay ring, A  and B  are height 0 ideals such that A =  (0 : B) and
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B  =  (0 : A), and J  is isomorphic to the canonical module of R. We need to show 
that Hornr ( R / B , R / J )  £  (A +  J ) / J  and RomR( R / A , R / J )  =  (B +  J ) / J .  It will 
clearly suffice to prove just one of these, as the proof of the other will be similar, 
and, in any case, follows from Lemma 2.4.
Now, there is a natural short exact sequence
0  y J   y R  --------> R / J   > 0,
which gives rise to the long exact sequence
(1) 0  y H.omR(R /B , J)  y HomR( R / B , R )   y
Hornr ( R / B , R / J )  ------------y E x t R ( R / B , J )   y . . . .
By the linkage of A  and B , we have natural isomorphisms
Hornr ( R / B , J )  =  A n  J  and Hornr ( R / B , R )  =  A.
Also, since R / B  is unmixed in the 1-dimensional CM ring R,  it is Cohen-Macaulay; 
in particular, the local cohomology H ^ ( R/ B)  =  0. But R  is Cohen-Macaulay 
with canonical module J; thus, by the Local Duality Theorem and the homological 
characterization of depth, Extr ( R/ B,  J)  =  H ^ ( R / B ) V =  0, where M v is the Matlis 
dual of M.  Thus, the sequence (1) gives rise to a short exact sequence
0  y A n J   y A  y HomR(R /B ,R /J )   y 0,
where the first map is the inclusion. That is, Hornr ( R / B , R / J )  =  A / ( A  fl J)  =  
(A +  J ) / J ,  as required. □
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Theorem  3.2.5. Suppose A and B  are linked by a generically Gorenstein, Cohen- 
Macaulay ideal I  in the local Gorenstein ring R. Write K r / j =  J / I  for a Gorenstein 
ideal J  of height 1 over I, and suppose neither A nor B  contains a non-zero-divisor 
for R / J .  Then (A +  J)' and (B  +  J)' are linked by J.
Proof. First, we have (.7 : (B  +  J)') =  (J : B  +  J),  by considering a primary 
decomposition of B  +  «/, and using that J  is unmixed. Next, since A  and B  are 
linked, we clearly have A +  J  C  (J  : B  +  .J). Thus, by Lemma 3.2.3, we have only 
to show that (A  +  J )p =  (J  : B  +  J )p, for each minimal prime p of A +  J.
Now, such a minimal prime p will always contain A  and J. If B  % p, then 
choosing an element x E B \ p, for each a E A, we have ax E I  C J, showing that 
A  is contained in the p-primary component of J. Thus, on localizing at p, we have 
Ap Q Jp, and hence (.4 +  J )p =  Jp =  (Jp : R p) =  (Jp : B p +  Jp), so the equality 
holds in this case.
Thus, we are reduced to the case that p contains B. By localizing at p we are 
in the situation described by Proposition 3.2.4, and the proof of the theorem is 
finished. □
With these preliminaries, we are able to prove the main result of this section. 
It establishes a necessary and sufficient condition in terms of A  and J  for R / B  to 
have high depth. As we have already noted, this condition is quite similar in spirit 
to the one of Corollary 3.1.11.
Proposition  3.2.6. Suppose the Cohen-Macaulay ideal A is linked to B  by the 
generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideal I, and write K r / j =  J / I ,  where
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neither A nor B  contains a non-zero-divisor for R / J .  Suppose that K r / b  js Cohen- 
Macaulay. Then (A +  J)' is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal if  and only if  R /B  satisfies 
the depth inequality.
Proof. Note that Corollary 3.1.11 shows that R /B  is Cohen-Macaulay if and only 
if R / ( A  +  J)  is Cohen-Macaulay. Thus, for the rest of the proof, we may assume 
that neither of these properties hold.
Now, from Corollary 3.1.7(ii) and the depth lemma applied to the sequence
(*) 0  > (A +  J ) / J  --> R / J  --- > R / ( A  +  J)  --------> 0,
we see that (A +  J ) / J  is Cohen-Macaulay of the same dimension as R / J .  In par­
ticular, on applying the functor Horn(—,-R) to (*), we obtain a long exact sequence
(1) 0 -------- > Ext9+l { R/ { A +  J) , R)  --------> Ext9+ \ R / J , R )  -------- >
Ext9+ \ ( A  +  J ) / J , R)  ------- + Extjj+2 ( i? /(A +  J) , R)  -------> 0.
Now, the cokernel of the first map in this sequence is isomorphic to R / ( B  +  J ) 1. 
This follows from the commutative diagram
E x t g 1 ( R / ( A +  J ) , R)   > Ext j j + 1  ( R/ ( A  +  J)', R)  --------►
(2) 1
Ext 9+ \ R / J , R )   ► Ext9* 1 ( R/ J , R)   >
Horn( R/ ( A +  J)', R / J )  --------> (B  +  J ) ' / J
Horn (R/J,  R / J )  --------► R / J
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The first square of (2) follows from applying Hom(—, R)  to the diagram of short 
exact sequences
0 -------- > (A +  J ) / J ---------- ► R / J  ------- ► R / ( A  +  J)  ---------> 0
0  -------- > (A +  J y / J  ----------> R / J  -------- ► R / ( A  +  j y   > 0
The second square of (2) follows from [G, Lemma 2]. Finally, the last square 
follows from Theorem 3.2.5.
As the vertical map on the left of (2) is induced from the natural surjection 
of R / J  onto R / ( A  +  J)', and all the horizontal maps are natural isomorphisms, 
the cokernel of this map is isomorphic to the cokernel of the natural injection of 
(B  +  J y / J  into R / J , which is what we wanted to show.
Thus, the exact sequence (1) gives rise to an exact sequence
(3)
0 ->  R/ (B +  J)'  - ¥  E x t +  - »  Extg1-2 !R / ( A  +  J ) , R)  ->  0
Now, the depth lemma applied to the exact sequence of Corollary 3.1.10 shows 
that depth R / B  =  depth Extjj+2 (i2/(A  +  J)-,R) +  1, since we have assumed that 
R / B  is not Cohen-Macaulay, and that K r / b  is Cohen-Macaulay. Also, note that 
since (A +  J ) / J  is Cohen-Macaulay, so too is Ext^+1((A +  J) / J , R) .
Thus, assume that R / ( A  +  J)'  is Cohen-Macaulay. Since (A +  J ) 1 is linked 
to (B  +  J ) 1 by the Gorenstein ideal J , then R / ( B  +  J ) 1 is also Cohen-Macaulay. 
Hence, the previous remark together with the depth lemma applied to (3) shows 
that depth R / B  =  depth Ext^+2 (jR/(A +  J), R) +  1 =  depth R / ( B  +  J ) 1 =  d — 1, so 
R / B  satisfies the depth inequality. Conversely, if R / B  satisfies the depth inequality,
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this forces depth Ext^+2 (i? /(A  +  J) , R)  =  d — 2, and hence R / ( B  +  J )' is Cohen- 
Macaulay, from the depth lemma applied to (3), again. But now the linkage shows 
that R/(A-{-  J)' is also Cohen-Macaulay (Theorem 3.1.1). □
The next proposition gives a criterion for the depth inequality in terms of the 
sum of A  and B,  when A  and B  are geometrically linked:
Proposition  3.2.7. Suppose A and B  are ideals of height g o f a Gorenstein ring R, 
with A a Cohen-Macaulay ideal geometrically linked to B  by a generically Goren­
stein ideal I. Then B  satisfies the depth inequality if  and only if  A +  B  is a 
Cohen-Macaulay ideal o f height g  +  1.
Proof. First, application of the Hom(fc, —) functor to the short exact sequence
0 --------> R /B --------- > R / A ®  R / B  --------> R / A   > 0,
shows that E x t^ k , R / B )  =  Ext R(k, R / A  © R / B )  for all i <  dim R / A  =  d.
Since A  and B  are geometrically linked by I,  there is an exact sequence
0 --------> R / I   > R / A ®  R / B  --------> R / ( A  +  B) ---------- ► 0.
Again, applying the functor Hom(fc, —), we obtain
Ext^(fc, R / ( A  +  B )) ^  ExtjR{k, R /A  © R/ B) ,
for j  <  d — 1. Thus we see that
Ext^fc, R / ( A  +  B))  =  Extk(fc, R/ B) ,  for all i <  d -  1 .
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Now note that since A  and B  are geometrically linked, they have no common 
primary components, and hence dimI?/(A +  B)  <  d — 1 . If R / ( A  +  B)  is Cohen- 
Macaulay of dimension d — 1, then the above isomorphism shows that depth R / B  >  
d — 1 =  dim R / B  — 1. Conversely, if this inequality holds, the isomorphism shows 
depth.R/(A +  B)  >  d -- 1 >  dim i?/(A  +  B); thus equality holds and R / ( A  +  B)  is 
Cohen-Macaulay of dimension d — 1 . □
Motivation for the above characterization is provided by [PS, Remarque 1.4], 
where it is shown that when A  and B  are height g ideals geometrically linked by a 
complete intersection (or more generally, a Gorenstein ideal) / ,  and if A,  and hence 
also B,  is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, then in fact A +  B  is a Gorenstein ideal of height 
<7 +  1. The next example shows that this fails, in general, for linkage by generically 
Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay ideals.
E xam p le  3 .2 .8 . Let R  =  k[x,y,  z ,w](XtytZtW) be the polynomial ring in four vari­
ables, localized at the origin. Let I  =  (w2, x2) D (z, y) H (w2, y 2). Then I  is a height 
2, generically Gorenstein ideal. To see that I  is Cohen-Macaulay, note that it is
generated by the 2 x 2  minors of the matrix
/  z y  0  \
\  x2y  0 w2 J
Let A  =  (z , y ) and B  =  (w2, x 2) D (w 2, y 2). Thus A  and B  are geometrically linked 
by / ,  and A  is Cohen-Macaulay. But it is easily checked, by MACAULAY, for 
example, that A  +  B  is a height 3 Cohen-Macaulay ideal which is not Gorenstein.
Note, however, that K r / a — -R/A ^  B/ I .  The next result shows that this is a 
consequence of A  +  B  not being Gorenstein.
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P ro p o sitio n  3 .2 .9 . Suppose A  and B  are height g ideals of the Gorenstein ring 
R, with A Cohen-Macaulay and geometrically linked by a generically Gorenstein, 
Cohen-Macaulay ideal I  to B. If K r /a  — B / I ,  then A +  B  is a Gorenstein ideal of 
height g +  1 .
Proof. We have
K r /a =  B / I  =  B / ( A  C \ B ) ^ { A  +  B) /A<Z R/ A.
By Lemma 2.12, since R / A  is Cohen-Macaulay, this shows that (A +  B ) / A  is a 
height 1 Gorenstein ideal of R/ A.  Since A  C  A +  B,  this is equivalent to saying 
that A +  B  is a height g +  1 Gorenstein ideal of R , as required. □
Remark. We recover the result of [PS, Remarque 1.4], for when A  and B  are linked 
by a Gorenstein ideal I , then automatically, K r / a  — B/ I .  For a comprehensive 
study of this situation, see B. Ulrich’s paper [U3].
3 .3 . O n  t h e  G e n e r a t o r s  a n d  F r e e  R e s o l u t io n s  o f  L in k e d  I d e a l s
The results in this section arose in an attempt to generalize to the notion of 
linkage being considered here the following result of Peskine and Szpiro:
T h eorem  3 .3 .1 . Let R  be a Gorenstein local ring, and let A and B  be ideals 
linked by a complete intersection ideal I. Suppose A is perfect; that is, R /A  is 
Cohen-Macaulay of Unite projective dimension. Let F  be a minimal free resolution 
of R/ A,  K  the Koszul complex resolving R/ I ,  and let a  : K  —> F  be a comparison 
map induced by the inclusion of I  into A. Let C be the mapping cylinder o f the 
dual m ap a* : F* —> K*. Then C  is a free resolution of R / B .
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It is easy to see that if we replace 7 by a Gorenstein ideal of finite projective 
dimension, and, correspondingly, K  by a minimal free resolution of R/ I ,  then the 
conclusion of Theorem 3.3.1 continues to hold. Essential for this is the functorial 
isomorphism
E xt9R(R /A ,R )  =  EomR( R/ A , R / I ) ,
which follows from [G, Lemma 2].
Our two main results of this section are as follows. First, we wish to see what 
happens if we take the naive approach, and just work through this mapping cylin­
der construction, when A  and B  are linked by a generically Gorenstein, Cohen- 
Macaulay ideal I  of finite projective dimension and A  is perfect. We obtain a free 
resolution of a quotient of canonical modules, and this quotient has the unmixed 
part of its first Fitting invariant equal to B.  That is, its presentation matrix has 
maximal minors which generate an ideal whose unmixed part is B.  Moreover, such 
a presentation matrix is easy to come by; it arises from resolutions of R / A  and R/ I ,  
and the comparison map between these. Our second aim in this section is to find 
an alternative method of constructing a resolution of R/ B .  Although we cannot do 
this in general, we can give a construction for one easy case.
We first need to recall the notion of a mapping cylinder of a map of complexes. 
Suppose (C , d c ) and ( D , ^ )  are complexes, and let a  : C —> D  be a morphism 
of complexes. Then the mapping cylinder C := C(a)  of a  is the complex with 
component modules Cn =  C n_ i ® D n and differentials dn : Cn —> Cn_ i defined by
dn(x,y)  =  (dJL^a:), a n_i(a:) +  ( - 1  )nd%(y)).
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There is an obvious short exact sequence of complexes
0 --------► D ----------► C --------► C[—1] --------- >• 0
and taking the long exact sequence on homology we obtain:
L em m a 3 .3 .2 . With the notation as above, if  C and D  are acyclic, then Hi(C)  =  0 
for i >  2. Furthermore, if  the morphism  a  induces an injection IIq(C)  —> Ho(D),  
then H\ { C)  =  0, i.e., C is acyclic. □
For future reference, recall that if M  is a finitely generated module over a Noe- 
therian ring R, and if p €  Spec R  is a prime ideal, then there is a functorial isomor­
phism
E xtjj(M ,N)p as Exffi„(Mp, JVp).
We state the next lemma in somewhat more generality than we have used so 
far in this paper. Specifically, we suppose that A  and B  are ideals linked by the 
Cohen-Macaulay ideal I; we do not assume I  to be generically Gorenstein.
L em m a 3 .3 .3 . Let A, B  and I  be as noted above. Let i : A /1  -> R /I  be the canon­
ical inclusion, and let M  =  im i*, where i* : Hom(J2/A, K R / / )  -* Horn( R / I , K r / i ). 
Then ann M  =  B.
Proof. The map i fits into an exact sequence
0 --------► A /I  — i—► R /I  — R /A  --------> 0.
Applying the functor Horn(—, i f /?//), we obtain a long exact sequence
0 -> Horn( R / A , K r / i ) Horn( R / I , K r / i ) A  I l o m{ A / I , K R/I) -^ . . . .
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Since clearly B  C H o m (A //,Kn/ j ) ,  also B  C annM.  For the opposite inclusion, 
suppose b £  annM . Let a €  A. For each (p £ Horn(B./I, K r / j ) ,  we see that 
i*(b(f>) =  bi*(4>) =  0, so b(p =  7r*(,0) for some ip in Horn( R / A , K r / j ). Thus abcp — 
an*(ip) =  ir*(aip) =  0, since a £ A =  ann Horn(i?/A, K r j i ) .  Since (p was arbitrary, 
ab £  ann Horn ( R / I , K r / j )  =  I,  and since a £ A  was arbitrary, b £  ( I : A) — B. □
From the elementary properties of the Fitting invariants, the next Corollary is 
immediate.
C orollary 3 .3 .4 . Let T  := PFo(M) denote the first Fitting invariant of M . Then 
rad^" =  rad B. □
This corollary essentially says that B  and T  have the same minimal primes. 
When we require I  to be generically Gorenstein, then they also have the same 
minimal primary components:
P ro p o sitio n  3 .3 .5 . Suppose A and B  are Jinked by the generically Gorenstein, 
Cohen-Macaulay ideal I. With the notation as above, T ' — B.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.3 and the elementary properties of Fitting invariants, we have 
T  C B. Hence, by Lemma 3.2.3, we need only show that for each minimal prime p 
of T , Pp =  Bp. Note that by Corollary 3.3.4, such a prime p is also minimal over 
B , hence also minimal over I.
Now, if we localize the exact sequence
0 -------- ► Horn( R / A , K r / i ) Horn( R / I , K r / i ) --------- ► M   ► 0,
and use the functorial isomorphism above, together with the functorial identifica­
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tions E.om(R/A, Kj i / i )  =  K r /a and Horn(7?.//, K r / j ) =  K r / i , we obtain the short 
exact sequence
0 --------- > k r p/ a p — — > K r p/ i p --------- ► m p ------------► °-
But I  is generically Gorenstein, so Ip is a Gorenstein ideal. Hence K r p/ j p =  
Rp/ I p, and K r p / a p =  Bp/Ip,  and tx* is the inclusion of Bp/Ip into Rp/ I p. Hence, 
M p =  R p/Bp,  and this has Fitting invariant T p =  Jr(Mp)  =  Bp,  which finishes the 
proof. □
The advantage of this description of B  is that the Fitting invariant can be com­
puted quite easily, at least when both I  and A  are perfect ideals. Indeed, let F  
and G be minimal finite free resolutions of R / I  and R/ A,  respectively. Then as in 
[St, p. 57] or [G, Lemma 1], the dual complexes F* and G* are free resolutions of 
K r / i  and K r / a , respectively. Moreover, if a  : F  —> G is the comparison map cov­
ering the surjection R / I  R/ A,  then a* induces the injection 7r* : K r / a  —> K r / j  
which appears in the proof of Proposition 3.3.5. By Lemma 3.3.2, then, the map­
ping cylinder of a* is a free resolution of M.  In particular, the first map in this 
resolution is a presentation matrix for M,  and the Fitting invariant T  is the ideal 
generated by the maximal minors of this matrix.
As an immediate corollary, when the Fitting invariant T  is unmixed, we have 
an upper bound for the number of generators of B.  For this, recall that for a 
Cohen-Macaulay ideal H, r ( R / H)  =  /i(K r / r ), where r ( R / H)  denotes the Cohen- 
Macaulay type of R / H ,  [HK, Kor 6.11].
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P ro p o sitio n  3 .3 .6 . With the notation as above, suppose T  is unmixed. Let t 
(3g =  p{Kj i / j )  =  r ( R/ I )  and /?3_ i be the last two non-zero B etti numbers of R/ I ,  
and let s =  r ( R/ A)  =  g ( K R/A)- Then p(B)  <  { ^~/ +s).
Proof. The presentation matrix for M  obtained as the previous pai'agraph has size 
{Pg-\  +  s) x t. Since T  is unmixed, T  =  B,  and this is generated by the maximal 
minors of the presentation matrix of M.  There are exactly (^B~/+s) of these. □
Our next objective is to construct, in certain cases, a resolution of R / B  in terms 
of resolutions of R / I  and R/ A.  We need to make the following assumption: write 
K Rj i  =  J / I , and assume that B  C J.  This is equivalent, by Lemma 3.1.5, to 
saying that A  contains a non-zero-divisor for R/ J .  Note that in this case, by the 
remarks preceding Example 3.2.1, B  satisfies the depth inequality of Section 2; that 
is, depth R / B  >  dim R / B  — 1 . Thus, if height 13 =  g, the best resolution we can 
hope for will have length g +  1. This is indeed what we obtain.
Now, let F  -» R / I  —> 0 be a minimal free resolution of R/ I .  Since R / I  is Cohen- 
Macaulay, the dual complex F* is a resolution of K r / j  =  J/ I .  Thus, the mapping 
cylinder construction applied to the diagram
F* -------- > J / I   ► 0
a
F  > R / I   > 0
where a: is a comparison map induced by the inclusion of J / I  into R/ I ,  produces 
a resolution of R/ J .  Note that this resolution has the “right” length: height J  =  
height I  +  1, and the resolution produced in the above construction has height I  +  1 
terms. On the other hand, if a  is not a minimal lifting of the embedding J / I  -> R/ I ,
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then the resolution will not be a minimal resolution of R / J .  Also, note that in this 
case, the mapping cylinder construction is a kind of “symmetrization” process; that 
is, if C is the mapping cylinder of a, then C =  C*.
Next, let G —> R / A  -A 0 be a minimal free resolution of R/ A.  Again, since R/ A  
is Cohen-Macaulay, the dual complex G* is a free resolution of K r / a . However, 
K r / a  — Hornr ( R / A ,  K r / i ) =  ( ( /  : A)  fl J ) / 1 =  (B fl J ) / 1  =  B / I , the last equality 
following from our assumption that B  C J.  Also, from the short exact sequence
0 --------> A / I   > R / I   > R / A   ► 0
and the fact that R / A  is Cohen-Macaulay, by dualizing, we obtain another short 
exact sequence
(*) 0  --------> K r /a   ► K r / i   > K A/ i   ► 0 .
Again, the mapping cylinder construction now produces a free resolution of K a / i  
from the two complexes
G* -> K r / a  -> 0 
F* —> K r / j  —> 0
But using the isomorphisms K r / i  =  J / I  and K r / a  — B / I , the sequence (*) shows 
that K a / i  — J/ B.
Hence, we have constructed resolutions of J / B  and R/ J .  Finally, the horseshoe 
construction applied to the short exact sequence
0 -A J / B - A  R / B  -A R / J  -> 0
produces a resolution of R / B .  We note that under our assumption that B  C. J,  we 
know that depth R / B  >  dim R / B  — 1, and that the resolution of R / B  produced has 
exactly height B  +  1 terms. So in general, it is the shortest possible. On the other 
hand, it is definitely not a minimal resolution, as R / B  is cyclic, but the rightmost 
free module has rank equal to n { J / B)  +  /j, ( R/ J ) >  1.
CHAPTER IV
ON THE CANONICAL MODULE OF A DETERMINANTAL RING
Let R  be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring, which is Gorenstein at each of its minimal 
primes. Then Lemma 2.13 shows that the canonical module of R,  when it exists, 
is isomorphic to an ideal of R] however, an explicit set of generators of such an 
ideal is usually difficult to give. In this chapter, our interest is to compute an 
explicit set of generators for the canonical module of the class of determinantal 
rings which are generically Gorenstein; that is, rings of the form R/ I ,  where I  is an 
ideal generated by the maximal minors of a matrix over R,  and I  is a Gorenstein 
ideal at each of its minimal primes. This is accomplished in Theorem 4.9. To do 
this, we needed to prove an extended version of the prime avoidance lemma, which 
shows that prime avoidance holds for minors of matrices of arbitrary size. This 
result is interesting in its own right; we have set it aside as the first main result of 
this chapter (Theorem 4.1).
We note that most of the results of this chapter are not new, and are probably 
well-known to experts. However, the proofs given here are very concrete, and useful 
computationally. In particular, the results of this chapter allow for the construction 
of examples which complement, in a particularly nice class of ideals, the theory of 
the previous chapter. Indeed, it was the need for examples in the development of 
that theory that led to the computations of this chapter.
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We begin with the prime avoidance result mentioned above. The statement of 
Theorem 4.1 also follows from the theory of basic elements. See [B2, Hilfssatz 2.2]. 
Because in our later computations we will need to know which submatrix of M  has 
the property described by Theorem 4.1, it seems useful to have this explicit proof.
T h eorem  4.1 . Let M  he an m x n m atrix over a commutative ring R, and let 
p i , . . . , ps be a finite set o f prim e ideals. Let 0 <  t <  min{ m, n } be a fixed integer 
and suppose that the property  (*) holds: for each prim e pi, there exists a t x t 
minor of M  not contained in pi. Then after performing elementary row and column 
operations on M , there exists a t  x t minor not contained in any pi.
Remark. Thus the usual prime avoidance lemma is the case to =  t  =  1.
Denote by (i|j) =  (z'i,. . .  , i t \ j i ,  • • • , j t )  the t x t  minor of M  involving the rows i\ <
■ ■ ■ <  i t and the columns j \  <  ■ • ■ <  jt- To make the proof of the Theorem smoother, 
in the following lemma we isolate and leave to the reader a straightforward, if 
tedious, calculation.
L em m a 4 .2 . Let r  be a ring element, and choose t — I fixed columns cti+i <  • • • <  
a t . Let M ' be the m atrix obtained from M  by adding r times the column a/, to 
the column k, for each k — I +  1, . . .  , t .  For a minor (i|j) of M , denote by  (i|j)' the 
corresponding minor of M '. Then
the sum ranging over all (t — l)-tuples ( fy+i , . . .  ,Pt) where =  k or (3k =  &k, and
where f{(3) is the number of (3k with (3k — o.k, and g((3) is a sign function. A similar
result holds if  the rows are transformed instead of the columns.
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Proof of the Theorem. We may clearly assume that the primes pt are irredundant, 
that is, pi % By permuting the rows and columns, and by renumbering the
prime ideals, we may assume that the minor m  := (1 , . . .  ,£|1 , . . .  ,£) p i , . . . ,  pfc, 
but m  €  pfc+i,. . .  ,ps , for some k =  1, . . .  ,s.  If k =  s, then m  is the required 
minor, and we are done. Thus, we may suppose that k <  s. We will show that by 
performing elementary row and column operations on M , we may transform m  so 
that m  ^ p i , . . .  ,pfc+i, and that these transformations do not change the property 
(*) of M.  Thus, we will be done by induction on k.
By hypothesis, there is a minor (i|j) not contained in pk+i- Choose this minor 
so that it shares the maximal number of rows with m. That is, if we write (i|j) =
w i t h  *1 =  !>• ••>*'/ =  M / + 1  i +  1 , . . . , * *  7^  t  a n d  3l =  
1 , . . . ,  ji> =  1 7  ^ I1 +  1 , . . . ,  j t  i 1 t, then I is the maximum possible among all
minors not in pfc+i- Also, choose r  € rij^fc+ip^pfc+i.
First, perform the following elementary column operations on M:  add r times the 
column jh to the column h, for each h =  I' +  1 , . . . ,  t. In the new matrix, by Lemma 
4.2 and the choice of r, we see that the minor (*i , . . . ,  z’t |l , . . . , £ )  is not in pfc+i- Also, 
by maximality of I and the choice of r, we still have (1 , . . . , i | l , . . . ,  t) 0  pi, • • •, pfc, 
but in pfc+i,. • ■, pa. Finally, again by the choice of r and Lemma 4.2, if a minor n 
of the original matrix M  was not in some pi, then the corresponding minor n7 in 
the new matrix is still not in p*. Thus we have reduced to the case that the minor 
(i|j) comes from the first t columns.
Next, perform the following elementary row operations: add r times the row 
ih to the row h, for each h =  Z +  Now, in the new matrix, we have
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by the choice of r  and Lemma 4.2, that ( 1 , . . . ,  t | l , . . . ,  t) ^ p i , . . . ,  pfc+i, but in 
pfc+2 ? • • • ,Ps- Also, if a minor n  of the original matrix M  were not in some pi, then 
the corresponding minor n' of the new matrix is still not in pi. Thus the property 
(*) of M  is unchanged, and we have produced a minor of M  not contained in k +  1 
of the given primes. This completes the proof. □
Throughout the remainder of this section, except where noted, we will assume R  
to be local Gorenstein. Also, by a determinantal ideal, we mean an ideal I  generated 
by the maximal minors of an m  x n  matrix M , where m  < n ,  and height I  =  m —n+1,  
the maximum possible.
The following Theorem is well-known; see [St, p. 57], or [G, Lemma 1].
T h eorem  4 .3 . Let R  be a local Gorenstein ring of dimension n, and I  a perfect 
ideal o f R  of height d. Let F  —> R /I  —>• 0 be a minimal free resolution of R/ I .  
Then the dual complex F* is a minimal free resolution of the canonical module 
K r / i . □
Now, we recall the construction of the Eagon-Northcott complex in [EN]. Let R  
be any ring, and M  =  (a ij) an m  x n matrix, m  <  n, with entries in R. Each row 
of M  determines a Koszul differential A* : / \  R n —» / \  R n given by
k
At(ejj A . . .  A ejk) =  ^  (^—1) a{3ej1 A . . .  A ejn A . . .  A eJJt,
5=1
where e i , . . .  , en is the canonical basis for R n. Next, let X i , . . .  , X rn be new inde- 
terminates over R  and for each t, let be the JR-submodule of i?[Xi , . . .  , X m] of 
homogeneous elements of degree t. Then the Eagon-Northcott complex A  := A M
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associated to M  has component modules
A q =  R
m+t
A t+\ =  f \  R n ® $ t for t =  0 , . . .  , n — m, 
and differential maps d t+ 1 : A t+ 1 -» A t , for t =  1 , . . .  , n — m, defined by 
^ + i( eii A . . .  A eJm+( <S> X ]'1 • • • X^m) =
71
£ ( - l ) i+1 A if e j .  A . . .  A e3m+1) ®  • • • X ? - 1  ■ ■ ■ ,
1—1
where z/i +  .. . +  um =  t, and where we sum over those indices i for which Ui >  0. The 
differential d\ : A i —> A q is given by A . . .  A eJm) =  det(M /), where M ' is the
m  x m  submatrix of M  consisting of the columns j i , . . . , j m. It is straightforward 
to check that A is a complex. Also, if we represent the map d{ by a matrix, then 
each entry of this matrix is either zero, or an entry from M.  In particular, if R  is 
local, and M  has no entries which are units, then A is a minimal complex.
T h eorem  4.4 . [EN] If  the maximal minors of M  generate an ideal I  o f maximal 
height, i.e., of height n — m  +  1, then the Eagon-Northcott complex A  := A M 
associated to M  is acyclic and hence a free resolution of R/ I .  □
Consequently, I  is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, and the dual complex A* gives a free 
resolution of K r / i .
Using the Eagon-Northcott complex, we give a characterization of the determi- 
nantal ideals I  which are Gorenstein. Recall that for a Cohen-Macaulay ideal J , the 
Cohen-Macaulay type r ( R / J )  of R / J  is the rank of the last module in a minimal 
free resolution of R / J .  Moreover, R / J  is Gorenstein if and only if r ( R / J )  =  1.
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L em m a 4 .5 . Let JR. be a Gorenstein local ring, and I  a detcrminantal ideal of R. 
Then R / I  is Gorenstein if  and only if  I  is a complete intersection.
Proof. The sufficiency is clear. For necessity, suppose I  is determinantal for the 
m  x n matrix M . Thus, in particular, height I  =  n  — m  +  1. Furthermore, we may 
suppose that no entry of M  is a unit in R. Thus, the Eagon-Northcott complex is a 
minimal free resolution of R/ I ,  and the rank of the last module is r ( R/ I )  =
Hence, r ( R / I )  =  1 if and only if either m  =  n, in which case I  is principal of height 
1, or m — 1 , and so I  is generated by n elements, and height /  =  n. In both cases 
I  is a complete intersection. □
P ro p o sitio n  4 .6 . Let R  be Gorenstein local, and I  determinantal for the m  x n 
m atrix M . Suppose m  <  n. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Ip is a Gorenstein ideal of R p for each minimal prim e p of I.
(2) Ip is a complete intersection for each minimal prim e p of I.
(3) For each minimal prim e p of I , there exists a n m - l x m - 1  submatrix N  
of M  with det N  #  p.
Proof. Since Ip is determinantal for the matrix M p consisting of the canonical 
images of the entries of M , the equivalence of (1 ) and (2) is a consequence of 
Lemma 4.5.
Now, suppose that there exists a minimal prime p for which every m — l x m —1 
submatrix of M  has determinant contained in p. Let k  be the largest integer for 
which there exists a k  x k  submatrix N  of M  with detiV ^ p. Thus, k  <  m  — 1,
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and, after localizing at p,
/M o  * \
M =
\  * N  J
for some m  — k  x n  —  k  matrix M q .  But Mo cannot contain any units of R p, for 
otherwise we could adjoin more rows and columns to N  and still have a det N  a 
unit, which would contradict maximality of k .  Now, by elementary row and column 
operations on M , we see that Ip is determinantal for the matrix Mo, and hence 
r ( Rp/ I p) =  Since m  — k  — 1 >  0, r ( Rp/ I p) >  1, contradicting that Ip is
a Gorenstein ideal. This shows (1) implies (3).
Now suppose (3) holds. Let p be a minimal prime of I. Then Ip is determinantal 
for the matrix
where M q  is a  1 x n -  m +  1 matrix, and det N  is a unit is R p. Thus Ip is also 
determinantal for Mo, hence is generated by n — m  +  1 =  height Ip elements. This 
shows that Ip is a complete intersection. □
Remark. The results of Proposition 4.6 were essentially obtained by J. Eagon in 
[E], where he worked with a matrix of indeterminates.
Next, we make some remarks about fractional ideals of a ring R. Let Q(R) be 
the total ring of fractions of R ; that is, Q(R) is R  localized at the set of non-zero- 
divisors of R. Then a fractional ideal I  of R  is an jR-submodule of Q (R) such that 
there exists a non-zero-divisor a G Q(R) with a l  C R. Note that the map I  —» a l  
given by x ax is an i?-module isomorphism, and a l  is an ordinary ideal of R. 
Furthermore, each ordinary ideal of R  is a fractional ideal. The following lemmas
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seem to be well-known, at least in the case where R  is an integral domain; however, 
we lack a reference when R  is not a domain, and for the sake of completeness, supply 
proofs.
L em m a 4 .7 . Suppose I  is a fractional ideal of R, and (p : I  —> R  is an R-module 
map. Then for each a,b  G I , a(p(b) =  b(p(a).
Proof. Write a =  r / s ,  b =  u / v  where r , s , u , v  G R , and u, v  are non-zero-divisors. 
Then sa =  r  and vb =  u; hence sab =  rb G I  and vab =  ua G I. Thus 
also sip(vab) =  (p(svab) =  v(p(sab). But then aip(b) =  saip(b)/s =  <p{sab)/s — 
cp(vab)/v =  vb(p(a)/v =  bip(a), as required. □
L em m a 4 .8 . Suppose I  and J  are fractional ideals of R, with J  containing a 
non-zero-divisor of R, and ip : I  —> J  is a surjective map. Then (p is injective.
Proof. Since J  is a fractional ideal of i?, there is a non-zero-divisor a  in Q(R)  such 
that a J  C R.  By considering a J  in place of J, we may assume that J  C R,  and 
thus <p : I  —» R  with image J.  Let r G J  be a non-zero-divisor of R; then since ip 
is surjective there is a G I  with <p(a) =  r. Now, suppose b G I  satisfies <p(b) =  0. 
Then, by Lemma 4.7, we have
0  =  acp(b) =  b(p(a) =  br.
Writing b =  u / v , with u, v in R  and v a non-zero-divisor, we obtain ru =  0 in R.  
But r a non-zero-divisor in R  implies that u and hence also b is zero. □
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With the preliminary results established above, we can prove the main result of 
this chapter by imitating the proof given in [Y].
T h eorem  4 .9 . Let I  be a determinantal ideal of a local Gorenstein ring R, gener­
ated by the maximal minors of the m  x n m atrix M , m  <  n. Suppose dim R /I  >  1, 
and Ip is a Gorenstein ideal in R p for every minimal prim e p of I. Then, perhaps 
after elementary row and column operations on M , there is an m  x.rn—1 submatrix  
N  of M  such that the following statem ents hold:
(1) The ideal J / I  of R / I  generated by the images of the maximal minors o f N  
has height at least 1 .
(2) The canonical module K r / i  of R / I  is isomorphic to J n~rn/ 1.
Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem 4.1 applied to the m  — 1 x m  — 1 
minors of M  and the set of minimal primes of I. For by Proposition 4.6, for each 
of these primes p, there is such a minor not contained in p. Then just take N  to be 
the m  x m  — 1 submatrix of M  containing the m - l x m - 1  minor of M  produced 
by Theorem 4.1.
By permuting the columns of M , we may assume that the submatrix N  is ob­
tained from the first m  — 1 columns of M . Let A  := A M be the Eagon-Northcott 
complex associated to M . Thus the dual complex A* is a free resolution of K r / j . 
Hence, the following sequence is exact:
A ^ _ n   > K r / i  ------------ ► 0
Next, note that the sets
{ a ( u i , . . .  , Um) := ei  A . . .  A e„ 0  X ^ 1 ■ ■ • X% " : v x +  . . .  +  um = n - m }
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{ P ( j ; H  i , . . .  , / im) : =  e i  A . . .  A e} A . . .  A en 0  X f 1 • • • :
/ xi  +  . . .  +  Mm =  n  — m  — 1 }
are free bases of A n—m and An_ m_ i, respectively. Hence, if we define 
a * ( v , 0 )=  " - 8 VmV,m,
P  CmMI?--- i [11, . . .  i ’
then the sets { a*( u  i , . . .  , i/m) : i / i + . . . + i ' m  =  ™ -  m }  and {/3*(j;/ i1?. . .  ,/xm) : 
/zi +  . . .  +  Mm =  n — m — 1} are free bases for the duals A*_m and A*l_ rn_ 1, 
respectively. Moreover, we have
m
dn—m+l iP  (ii Ml? • ■ • ? Mm)) =  ( l ) J"*" ^  ^asjQZ { f J , i, . . .  , /i,g +  1, . . . ,
s= 1
Now, for each i =  1, . . .  , m, let &i be (—l ) l+1  times the residue class modulo I  of 
the minor of N  obtained by deleting the i-th row of N . Thus we have &iaij =  0? 
in R / I , for each j  =  1 , . . .  ,n.  Also, the ideal J n~m is generated by the elements 
b" 1 • • • , where v\ +  . . .  +  vrn =  n — m. So if we define 7r : A*l_ m —► J n~m by
7r(o:*(i/i,. . .  , i/m)) — then 7r is a surjective morphism. Moreover, we
have
m








Thus in the commutative diagram
a “ m  "t* ^ . a t y
A -n —m  '  - ^ n —m + 1   ^ -1*11/1  ^ 0
i d id
A ^ n  m  +  1 1 a  ™ > j n — m   . n
s * n —m  '  m-f-1  ^ J   ^ 0
the top row is exact, the bottom row is a complex, and 7r surjective. So there is 
an induced surjection ip : K r / j —> J n~rn. However, by Lemma 2.13, K r / j is a 
fractional ideal of R/ I ,  and since J  has height at least 1 in the Cohen-Macaulay 
ring R/ I ,  it contains a non-zero-divisor. Thus Lemma 4.8 shows that tp must be an 
isomorphism. □
Remarks. Some remarks concerning this result are in order. First, in the case that 
R  =  fc[X] is a graded ring on the indeterminates X {j in the matrix X ,  W. Bruns [Bl] 
and Y. Yoshino [Y] have obtained results similar to ours. Indeed, with the necessary 
modifications, our method of proof is taken from [Y]. Next, since K R/ j =  J n~rn/ 1, 
then by Lemma 2.13, in fact height J / I  =  1 in R / I , whereas we could a priori 
assume only that height J / I  was 1 or 2. Finally, again by Lemma 2.13, the theorem 
provides a concrete way of constructing Gorenstein ideals in a local ring, since the 
pre-image in R  of J n~m will be a Gorenstein ideal generated by I  and the maximal 
minors of N . It would be interesting to see to what extent these ideals encompass 
all the Gorenstein ideals.
Finally, we show that for a given choice of generating matrix for I, elementary 
row and column operations may be necessary.
E xam p le  4 .10 . Put
(  V 0
M  =
\ z  — y x — w  0 ,
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over the polynomial ring k[x, y, z, w] localized at the origin. Then I  =  (yx — y w , z 2 — 
yz,  zx — zw)  =  (x — w , y  — z)  fl (y, z) fl (x — w,  z)  is a prime decomposition of I,  the 
ideal of maximal minors of M.  Since each primary component of I  is a complete 
intersection, I  is Gorenstein at each of its minimal primes. But note that the ideal 
generated by any single column is contained in some minimal prime of I , hence 
cannot extend to a height 1 ideal in R/ I .
One possible way to transform M  so as to conform to Theorem 4.1 is
((x — w) ( z  — y +  x — w) +  y  (x — w) 2 z \  z  — y +  x — w x — w  0 /
Thus, Theorem 4.9 shows that K r / j =  J / I ,  where J  is generated modulo I  by the 
elements in the first column of M ' .
CHAPTER V 
NOTES ON QUADRATIC SEQUENCES
5 .1 . D e f in it io n s
Sequential conditions on a set of generators for an ideal I  in a commutative ring 
R  with identity have long proven useful for studying the properties of I. Regular 
sequences are perhaps the best, and most well-known, examples of such conditions. 
More recently, C. Huneke introduced the notion of a d-sequence, [Hun7], and its 
partially ordered companion, weak d-sequence, [Hun4]. These sequences have been 
shown to have many nice properties; for instance, d-sequences have linear relation 
type, [Hun3]; the asymptotic value of depth R / I n, and the symbolic powers I^n\  are 
both well-behaved when I  is generated by a weak d-sequence, [Hun4] and [Hun6]. 
Quadratic sequences were introduced by K. N. Raghavan in [R3] as a generalization 
and simplification of weak d-sequences. He proved that many of the important prop­
erties of weak d-sequences are shared by quadratic sequences. The simplification 
made even more clear the similarity of quadratic sequences with linearly ordered 
d-sequences.
In this chapter, our primary concern is to explore this connection between d- 
sequences and quadratic sequences. Our main philosophy is to find conditions which 
force elements from one type of sequence to form the other type. Among our main 
results are the facts that the monomials consisting of elements from a d-sequence 
form a quadratic sequence in a natural partial order, and that systems of parameters
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in a local ring which are quadratic sequences are in fact d-sequences in some linear 
order. We draw some interesting corollaries from these facts, including that all 
powers of an ideal generated by a d-sequence have relation type at most 2 .
We begin with definitions and some preliminary results. Unless noted otherwise, 
R  is a commutative ring with identity.
D efin itio n  5 .1 .1 . A sequence x j , . . .  ,x 3 of elements of R  is a d-sequence if for 
each i =  0 , . . .  , s — 1 we have
( (xi , . . .  , x )^ . Xj^-i) n 7 — ( xj , . . .  , Xi),
where I  =  ( x i , . . .  , x s ).
Before we define quadratic sequences, we fix some notation which will remain in 
effect for the rest of this paper. Let (A, < ) be a finite partially ordered set, or poset 
for short. A subset E of A is called a poset ideal if a  E E and (3 <  a  implies (3 E E. 
An element A E A is said to be ju st above E if a  <  A implies a G S .  If { x A : A E A } 
is a set of elements indexed by A, we put X  := (x \  : A € A), and for each ideal 
S C  A, X'z =  (xff : a  E E).
D efin itio n  5 .1 .2 . Let A be a poset. A set { x \  : A €  A } of elements indexed by A 
is a quadratic sequence if for each ideal E of A and each element A G A just above
E, there exists an ideal 0  := 0s,A  of A such that
(1) ( Xs : x a) D X C X 0
(2)  x \ X q  C  X y, X .
There are many natural examples of these sequences. For d-sequences, see [Hun7]; 
for quadratic sequences, see [Hun4] and [R3, Sect. 10]. Note, of course, that d-
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sequences are linearly ordered examples of quadratic sequences. Besides this, we 
will be content to note that the widest class of quadratic sequences arises from 
straightening closed ideals in algebras with straightening law. See [BV] for the 
relevant definitions. One of the most important examples is the following. Let k be 
field, and X  an m  x n matrix of indeterminates over k, with m  <  n. Let R  =  k[X].  
Then the maximal minors of X  are partially ordered in a natural manner: denote the 
maximal minor involving columns j i , . . .  , j m as (jfi,. . .  , j m ), where j i  <  J2 ■ ■ ■ <  jm- 
Then ( j i , — , j m) <  (*i, - - - ,*m) if and only if j i  <  *i , . . .  , j m <  im• With this 
order, the maximal minors form a quadratic sequence. More precisely, for an ideal 
E of the set of maximal minors, and an element A just above E, the ideal required 
by Definition 5.1.2 is 0£ ,a  =  {ct : a  ^  A}. This follows from the theory of algebras 
with straightening law, [Hun4, Prop. 1.3 and 1.19]. We further note that when X  
is an m  x m  +  1 matrix, then the maximal minors form a d-sequence in any linear 
order, [Hun7, Prop 1.1].
For ease of reference, we state some easy results about these sequences.
L em m a 5 .1 .3 . [Hun7] If  x i , . . .  , x s is a d-sequence in R, then x^+i, . . .  form 
a d-sequence in the ring R / ( x i , . . .  ,£*:). □
L em m a 5 .1 .4 . [R3, Remark 9.4] If  { x \  : A € A } is a quadratic sequence and 
4/ is an ideal of A, then in R / Xq , , the images { x \  : A G A\4/ } form a quadratic 
sequence. Moreover, if  E is an ideal of A\\& and A £ A\\P is ju st above E, then 
©£,A =  0 £u^,a\^- □
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We also have a partial converse to 5.1.3. To make its statement easier, we say that 
X\ , . . .  , x a £ R  is a d-sequence with respect to the ideal J , where ( x i , . . .  , x s ) C J,  
if ((aii, . . .  , Xi- 1  : Xi) fl J  — (x i , . .. , x ;_ 1), for each i =  0 , . . .  , s.
L em m a 5 .1 .5 . Suppose x i , . . .  , xs £  R, with x i , . . .  , Xk a d-sequence with respect 
to the ideal (x i , . . .  , x a), such that the images Xk+i,  ■ ■ ■ , x j  form a d-sequence in 
R /(  ai i , . . .  ,%k)- Then x i , . . .  ,x a is a d-sequence in R.
Proof. We must show that ((aii, . . .  ,x*) : Xi+ i) fl (aii,. . .  , x a) =  ( x i , . . .  ,x*), for
each i =  0 , . . .  , s — 1. For i =  0 , . . .  , k — 1 this is true by hypothesis, so suppose 
i >  k. If r  £  ((aii, • • • ,%i) : %i+1) H (xx, . . .  , x a), then in R / ( x i , . . .  , x fc),
r e  ((®3fe+T, . . .  , x i ) :  Xi+x) H (aTTT, • • • > ®7) =  (®&+T, • • • ,xi).
Thus, lifting back to R , we have r 6  ( x i , . . .  ,Xi), as required. □
Remark. We will most often use Lemma 5.1.5 for the case k =  1.
For future reference, we make some remarks concerning the relation type of an
ideal. Let I  =  ( a i , . . .  , an) be an ideal in the ring R. The Rees algebra associated 
to I  is the subalgebra R( I )  := R[It] =  R[ai t , . . .  , an£] of i?[<], where t  is an indeter­
minate. If X i , . . .  , X n are new indeterminates, then there is a canonical surjection 
R [ X i , . . .  , X n] —> 71(1) given by X{ i-» ait. If we let J  be the kernel of this map, 
then J  is a homogeneous ideal and of course 11(1) =  R [ X i , . . .  , X n]/J.  We say that 
I  has relation type r if r is the least integer so that J  has a generating set whose 
elements have degree at most r. Note that when R  is Noetherian, the integer r 
always exists, since then J  is finitely generated. The integer r does not depend on 
the generating set chosen for I. An elementary proof of this is in [R3, Def. 7.9]; see
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also [Hue]. We remark that the relation type of I  is at most 1 if and only if the 
symmetric algebra Sym(7) of I  is isomorphic to 7Z(I).  Such ideals are also said to 
have linear relation type. If an ideal has relation type at most 2, we say, briefly, 
that it has quadratic relation type. A major class of ideals of linear relation type 
are those generated by d-sequences, see [Hun3] and also [C] and [R2]. Quadratic 
sequences are known to have quadratic relation type, [R3, Cor. 9.8]. As a partial 
converse, it is shown in [BST, Thm. 2.2.2] that quadratic sequences arising from 
straightening closed ideals in algebras with straightening law are d-sequences if they  
have linear relation type. To our knowledge, this is not known in general.
5 .2 . P ow ers of d-SEQUENCES are  quadratic  seq uences
Fix an integer s >  1 and let S =  { 1 , . . .  , s } be the linearly ordered poset on s 
elements. For each n >  1, define := { ( i x, . . .  , zn) ■ 1 <  *i <  ••• <  *n <  s } .  
Then S is partially ordered by considering the total order componentwise. More 
precisely, (*i , . . .  , *n) <  (ji,  ■ • • J n ) if and only if i x <  j u  . . .  , in <  j n. We fix this 
order on S ^  for the remainder of this section. Also, if X  is the ideal generated 
by aq, . . .  , x s , then the ideal X n is generated by all the products • • • Xin, where
( i i , . . .  , i n) 6  S^n\  We will denote by the ideal (rcq • ■ • x Xn : (ix, . .. , i n) £  £ ),
where E C is a poset ideal.
L em m a 5 .2 .1 . Let E he an ideal of S^n\  and A =  (zi, . . .  , i n) an element of 
ju st above E. If b <  in, and if  k is the least integer so that i x <  . . .  <  <  b <
f^c+i • • • ^  then ol . , . . .  , 6, ik+1 ) • • ■ ■> in—l ) G S.
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Proof. The inequalities z‘i <  * i , . . .  ,*& <  ifc,& <  ifc+i,*fc+i <  4+2, -  •• ,*n-i  <  in, 
show a  <  A. But b <  in implies that a  ^  A, and since A is just above E, we have 
a  G E. □
L em m a 5 .2 .2 . Let E and X be as in Lemma 1. Let
E' := { (a i , . . .  , an_ i ) G : (a! , . . .  , an_ ! , a) G E for some a G S  }.
Then E' is an ideal o f S^n~1^  and A' := (*i , . . .  , in- i )  is ju st above S'.
Proof. We first show that E' is an ideal. Suppose ( a i , . . .  , an_i )  G S', and that 
(6 i , . . .  , bn- 1) <  ( a i , . . .  , an_i) .  Then for some a G S', ( a i , . . .  , an_i ,  a) G E, and 
since (&i,. . .  , 6n_i ,  a) <  ( a i , . . .  , a n_i ,  a), then (&i,. . .  , 6n_i ,  a) G E, showing that 
(&i,. . .  , &n- i )  €  S'.
Now, for the second statement, if ( a i , . . .  , an_i )  <  , i n- 1), then also
( a i , . . .  , a n_ i , i n) <  («i, . . .  , i n) =  A. So since A is just above E, then we have 
( a i , . . .  , an_ i , i n) G E, showing that ( a i , . . .  , a n- i )  £ E'. Thus A' is just above 
E'. □
T h eorem  5 .2 .3 . Let x \ , . . .  , x a be a d-sequence. Then for each fixed integer n, 
the set o f monomials { x^ • • • X{n : (*i, • . .  , in) G } o f length n is a quadratic 
sequence.
Proof. For each ideal E of S^n\  and each element A =  (*i , . . .  , in) just above E, 
define an ideal 0 s ,a  of S ^  by 0 e ,a  =  { ( a i , . . .  , an) : a\ <  in }. Note that 
=  X i n- \ X n~l . We show by induction on n that this ideal satisfies the 
conditions of Definition 2.
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For n =  1, this is clear, for then =  S,  E =  { 1 , . . .  , k } for some k, A =  k +  1 
and 0s,A =  S. Since x i , . .. , x s is a d-sequence, Os,A is the required ideal.
Now suppose n >  1. If (aq,. . .  , an) G ©e,a, then by definition aq <  in and so by 
Lemma 1,
' x ii ' ‘ ' x inx ai ' ' ‘ xa„ =  (x ii ' ’ ' x ikXaiXik+i ' ' ' x i„-i )(x in:i'0,2 ' ' ' x a.n ) ^ X jjX  •
This shows that (2) of Definition 2 is satisfied.
For (1), suppose r  € (X g : • • • Xin) fl X n. With notation as in Lemma 2, this
means
rX< € (X gr1 fl X ”’ 1 C X ^ \ , ,
where the inclusion follows from the induction hypothesis.
Thus, we can write
r X i n  =  " ‘ X 3n - V  ( * )
the summation running over all j  =  ( j i , . . .  , j n- i )  € 0£',A'-
But ( j i , . . .  , j n- 1) G ©E',A' if and only if j i <  zn_i .  Since in_i  <  in, we also
have j i  <  in. Thus the right-hand side of (*) is in X in_ 1, so
r  G (X{n_ i : Xin) f l X  =  X i n— i.
From [R3, Cor. 7.8], Xi n_ i f l X n =  X in_qX n, since aq, . . .  , x s is a d-sequence. Thus
r g x in_x n r  = x ^ x "-1 = xgE>A.
This shows (1) of Definition 5.1.2, and the proof is complete. □
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C o ro lla ry  5 .2 .4 . If  I  is generated by a d-sequence, then for each n  >  0, I n has 
relation type at m ost 2.
Proof. For by the theorem, I n is generated by a quadratic sequence, and such ideals 
are known to have quadratic relation type, [R3, Cor. 9.8]. □
E x a m p le . For instance, if X  is an m  x m  +  1 matrix of indeterminates over a 
ring R, then the maximal minors p i , . . .  , p m+i form a d-sequence. Hence, the ideal 
( / i i , . .  • , p m+ i)n has relation type at most 2, for all n  >  0.
Remark. It has recently been shown in [JK] that if I  is any ideal in a Noetherian 
ring -R, then the relation type of I n is 2, for all n  sufficiently large.
5.3.  Sequences and  R elation T ypes
In this section, we want to look more closely at how the structure of certain 
sequences affects the relation type of ideal they generate. Our results further gener­
alize the discussion in [R3, Sect. 8], where conditions on a linearly ordered sequence 
were shown to determine an upper bound for relation type. Taking as our model 
the generalization of d-sequences to quadratic sequences, we formulate appropriate 
definitions, and show that the properties retained in the passage from d-sequence 
to quadratic sequence are also retained for these more general sequences.
D e fin it io n  5 .3 .1 . A linearly ordered sequence a q , . . .  ,x s satisfies condition (*) for 
a fixed m  >  1 if for each i =  1 , . . .  , s,
( I i - i l ™- 1 : Xi) D / m =  / i - i / " * - 1,
where I  =  (aq, . . .  , x 3), and R  =  (aq, . . .  ,aq).
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D efin ition  5.3.2. Let A be a finite poset. The set { x \  : X E A } satisfies condition 
(**) for a fixed m  <  1, if for each ideal E of A and each element A £ A just above 
E, there exists an ideal 0  of A such that
( i . )  ( x Ex m _ 1 : xx) n x m c  l e i " 1- 1
( 2 .) x x X q X ™ - 1 C X v X ™ ,  
where X  =  (xa : o E A) and X z  =  (xa : a E E).
Remark 5.3.3. It is precisely condition (*) that is considered in [R3, Sect. 8]. Also, 
note that Definition 5.3.1 specifies a d-sequence when m  =  1, and Definition 5.3.2 
specifies a quadratic sequence when rn =  1.
D efin ition 5.3.4. Let S — R[U\ : X E A]. If F E S, and E is an ideal of A, then 
E divides F  (written E |F ) if every monomial term of F  contains an element Ua for 
some a E E. That is, E |F  if and only if F E {Ua : a E E).
We first prove an analogue of [R3, Prop. 8.2] using the techniques found in 
[R3, Thm. 9.6].
Theorem  5.3 .5 . Suppose { x \  : A E A } satisfies condition (**) for some fixed 
m  >  1. Let N  be the ideal o f S  generated by the relations on { x \  : \  E A } of 
degree at m ost m  +  1. Let E be an ideal of A and F E S a form of degree p >  m  
such that F(x)  E X EX m -1. Then there exists a form G E S of degree p such that 
F  — G E N  and E divides G.
Proof. We do a double induction, first on the degree p and then on # A \ E .  If p — m, 
then since F(x)  E X z X rn~1, there exists a form G of degree m  with E dividing G 
and F(x)  =  G(x).  Thus G is the required polynomial.
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Next, assume p >  m. If # A \ £  =  0, then take F =  G.  Otherwise, £  C A. 
Let A G A be an element just above £ . Then since £  C £ u { A } ,  by the second 
induction hypothesis, there exists a form G i of degree p, such that £  U { A } divides 
G \ and F — G E  N.  Write G\ — U \G [ +  II, where degG^ =  p — 1, degiJ  =  p, and 
£  divides H. Note that x xG[(x)  =  G x(x) +  H(x)  E  X ^ X " 1- 1, since F — G\ € N  
implies Gx(x) =  F{x)  € A s l " 1" 1, and H(x)  <E X ^ X * -1 C X ^ X m~K Thus 
G'i{x) 6  (X y,X tii~ 1 : x \)  (~1 X m C AT©A’m -1. But the induction hypothesis on the 
degree shows there exists a form G2 of degree p — 1, such that O divides G2 and 
G'i — G2  € N . Thus, G2 (x) E  X q X p~2 =  X q X ™ -1 X p~Tn~1, so there are forms hi 
of degree m, with O dividing each hi, and forms Hi of degree p — m  — 1 so that
G2(x ) =  J 2 hi (x)Hi(x)-
Now, condition (2.) of property (**) says that there are forms h[ of degree m +  1 
with £  dividing each h'i, so that h'i(x) =  x\hi (x) .  Set G =  H  +  h[Hi.  Since each 
h'i — U \hi is a generator of N , we have
F — G =  (F — G i )  +  (Gi — G)
=  ( F - G J  +  U x Q  +  H - G  
=  ( F - G 1) +  UxG'l ~ Y , K H i  
=  { F -  Gi)  +  Ui(G\ -  G2) +  U\G2 
=  ( F -  Gi) +  Vk(G\ -  Gi)  +  Y , H i (Ukhi -  ftj)
in N,  since each term is in N.  This completes the proof. □
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Corollary 5.3.6. If  (**) holds for some fixed m, >  1, then (**) holds for all p >  rn.
Proof. Let S  C A be an ideal and A just above S. Since (**) holds for m, let © 
be the ideal satisfying the conditions of (**). We show that 0  also satisfies the 
conditions of (**) for exponent p >  rn.
First, let f ( x )  £ (Xy, Xp~1 : x \ )  D X P, where /  is a form of degree p. Since X p C 
X m and X v X p~l C X ^ X m~ l , then f (x)  £  { X^ X ™- 1 : x x )  n X™ =  I © ! " 1"1. 
Now, by Theorem 5.3.5, there is a form g of degree p  such that 0  divides g and 
/ (x) =  g(x); hence f ( x )  =  g(x)  £ X q X p~1. This shows condition (1.) of property 
(**).
For (2.), suppose x \ f ( x )  £  xxX qX ^ 1 , where /  is a form of degree p  and 0  
divides / .  Thus also x \ f ( x )  £ x \ X @ X m~l , and so x \ f ( x )  £ X^ X™- 1 . Again, by 
Theorem 5.3.5, there is a form g of degree p  with S  dividing g, and g(x) =  x \ f ( x ) .  
Thus x xf (x)  £  X^,XP~1 as required □
Hence, by Remark 5.3.3, a quadratic sequence satisfies (**) for all m >  1.
C orollary 5 .3 .7 . If (**) holds for some fixed m  >  1, then the relation type of X  
is a t m ost m  +  1.
Proof. Let F  be a relation of degree p >  m  +  1. Apply Theorem 5.3.5 with S  =  0. 
Then there exists a form G  of degree p  such that E divides G and F  — G  £ N . 
But the empty set divides only the zero polynomial, and hence we have F  £ AT, as 
required. □
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L em m a 5 .3 .8 . If  (*) holds for some fixed m  >  1, then for all n >  1, and all
i =  i , . . . ,  s, i i - i i™ - 1 n r  c  J i - i / " - 1.
Proof. If n <  m, then Ji-iT"*"1 C 7n, so Ji-iT"1- 1 D 7n =  7i_ 17m"1 C 7*_i7n.
Thus, we may suppose n >  m. Let a G 71_ i7 m_1 fl 7n. Then there exist a form 
F  G 72[C7i,. . .  , Us] of degree n such that F ( x ) =  a.  Thus F ( x )  G 7j_x7m_1, so by 
[R3, Prop. 8.2], there is a form G  of degree n, with G  G ( I / i , . •. , U i - \ ) ,  such that 
F  — G  is a relation. That is, G ( x )  =  F ( x )  =  a.  But then a  =  G ( x )  G I i - \ I n~ l . □
L em m a 5 .3 .9 . If  (**) holds for some fixed m  >  1, then for all n >  1, and all ideals 
S  C A, X eX "*-1 n X n C X s l " " 1.
Proof. This is the same proof as for Lemma 5.3.8. If n <  m, the inclusion is 
clear. Hence suppose n >  m, and let a G X-^Xrn~'1 fl X n. Thus there is a form 
F  G S  of degree n so that F(x)  =  a G By Theorem 5.3.5, there is
a form G of degree n with S  dividing G and F — G a relation. In particular, 
a -  F(x)  =  G(x)  G X ^ X n- \  □
Remark. Note that we have equality in both 5.3.8 and 5.3.9 when n >  m , for then 
the reverse inclusion is clear.
Our next result extends Theorem 5.2.3 to these more general sequences.
T h eorem  5 .3 .10 . If the sequence aq, . . .  ,x s satisfies condition (*) for some fixed 
m  >  1, then the set { aqt • • • aqn : ( i i , . . .  , in) £ } satisfies condition (**) for rn.
Proof. We proceed in much the same way as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.3. First, 
as a matter of notation, we will denote the ideal generated by the aq, for i <  k,
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by Ik, and if E is a subset of X e will denote the ideal generated by all the 
monomials ■ ■ ■ X{n, where («i , . . .  , in) G E. In particular, note that X S(B) =  I n.
Now, for an ideal E of and an element A =  ( a i , . . .  , an) G just above 
E, define an ideal 0  =  0 s ,a  := {(oni , . . .  , a n) G : a \ <  an }. Note that
X© =  Ian- i l n~1. We will prove by induction on n  that this ideal satisfies the 
conditions of Definition 5.3.2.
The hypothesis on the sequence aq, . . .  ,x s takes care of the case n  =  1. Hence, 
we may assume that n  >  2, and that the theorem has been proven for all smaller 
positive integers. We first show that condition (1.) of the definition is satisfied. For 
this, suppose r G (X s X m-1 : xai • • • xan) D X ^ n). Using the notation of Lemma 
5.2.2, this implies
nran €  (X s /X m_1 : s ai • • • x an_, )  n X ^ B_1} C X 0E,
where the second inclusion follows from the inductive hypothesis. Thus we can 
write
rx *» =  '%2r3x3i (*)
where j  =  ( j i , . . .  , j n- 1) rims through 0e',A', and rj  G XJJ7,1. But j  G 0e',A' if 
and only if j i  <  an_i  <  an, and hence the right side of (*) is in / Qn_ 1X ^ 7 /  =  
C Ian_ 1I m~1. This means that r  G ( /a ,,- ! /" 1-1 : x an) d  I m C 
7an_ i / m_1, since the sequence satisfies condition (*). Now by Lemma 5.3.8, we 
obtain
r G Ian- i l m~l n X 5(„) =  Ia„ —i / m—1 n I mn C I a n -x l™ -1 =  X 0 X m_1.
This shows condition (1.) of the definition.
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For condition (2.), suppose j  =  ( j i , . . .  , j n) £ 0 ,  and r  £ X " ^ 1- Then by 
Lemma 5.2.1
Xax ’ • • x an xji ' ' ’ xj nr =  (Xax ' ' ' xakxj x Xak + x ’ ’ ‘ x a„^x){x an xj2 ' ’ ’ xj„ )t,
which is evidently in X s X m. This finishes the proof. □
Corollary 5.3.11. If the sequence x i , . . .  ,x 3 satisfies condition (*) for some fixed 
m  >  1, then for each n  >  1, the relation type of I n is at m ost m  +  1.
Proof. Use Theorem 5.3.10 and Corollary 5.3.7. □
5.4. C o n s t r a i n t s  o n  Q u a d r a t i c  S e q u e n c e s .
A quadratic sequence comes equipped with a partial order on its constituent 
elements. It is natural to wonder about the uniqueness of this order, and whether 
a different order on the elements will give rise to another quadratic sequence. In 
particular, since d-sequences are just certain linearly ordered quadratic sequences, 
under what conditions can a quadratic sequence be given a linear order, and when 
does this linear order actually specify a d-sequence? We give in this section various 
results in this direction, each of which assumes some extra structure on the sequence.
Our first result shows that a quadratic sequence with an especially simple struc­
ture is a d-sequence in some linear order. Precisely, let us call a quadratic sequence 
{ x \  : A £ A } a partially ordered d-sequence if the ideal 0  of Definition 5.1.2 can 
always be chosen to be S. Thus { x \  : A £ A } is a partially oixlered d-sequence 
if and only if for each ideal E of A and each element A just above E, we have 
(X e : xa) D X  =  Xe- The second condition of Definition 5.1.2 is superfluous in
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this case. In particular, a d-sequence is a partially ordered d-sequence in which the 
partial order is linear.
T h eorem  5 .4 .1 . Let { x* : A £ A } be a partially ordered d-sequence. Then there 
is a linear order on A so that, with this order, { x \  : A E  A } is a d-sequence.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the size # A  of A. If A =  {A} is a 
singleton, then the hypothesis shows that (0 : x \)  fl (x\ )  =  0, and so {x,\} is a 
d-sequence.
Now suppose # A  >  1. Let a  be a minimal element of A. Then the hypothesis 
shows that (0 : x a ) f l X  =  (0), so x Q is a d-sequence with respect to the ideal 
X.  Next, in the ring R / ( x a ), the set {x*  : A G A\{o;}} is a partially ordered 
d-sequence, by Lemma 5.1.4. Thus by the induction hypothesis, there is a linear 
order on A \{a }  so that this is a d-sequence in R / ( x a ). Now give A the linear order 
induced from A \{a } , with a  the initial element. Then by Lemma 5.1.5, with this 
linear order, the elements {x>,} form a d-sequence. □
We next look at systems of parameters which form a quadratic sequence. Recall 
that a local ring R  is a Buchsbaum ring if every system of parameters of R  is a 
d-sequence. In particular, a system of parameters forms a d-sequence in any linear 
order. It is natural to ask if there is a different class of rings whose systems of 
parameters are quadratic sequences. First, we might require that eveiy system of 
parameters forms a quadratic sequence in every partial order. Note that this class 
of rings is contained in the Buchsbaum rings. In fact, we show in Corollary 5.4.3 
that this class is exactly the class of Buchsbaum rings.
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On the other hand, we may require instead that every system of parameter forms 
a quadratic sequence in some particular partial order. This class of rings contains 
the Buchsbaum rings. We show in Corollary 5.4.6 that a system of parameters 
which is a quadratic sequence in some partial order, is in fact a d-sequence in some 
linear order. Thus the class of rings whose s.o.p.’s are quadratic sequences is the 
same class whose s.o.p.’s form d-sequences in some linear order.
Theorem  5.4.2. Let aq, . . .  , x n be a set of elements In a ring R  which forms a 
d-sequence in any linear order. Then under any partial order, the set aq, . . .  , aq,. 
forms a quadratic sequence.
Proof. Let A be a partially ordered set of n elements, and let it index the set 
a q , . .. , x n. Let S  be a poset ideal of A and let A 6 A be just above S. It will 
suffice to show that (X s : x\ )  f] X  =  Xjq To see this, order the aq in any linear 
order, so that the elements indexed by £  form an initial subset, and so that x \  is 
just above this initial subset. Then in this linear order, the aq form a d-sequence, 
and so (X s  : x \ )  O X  =  Xjq as required. □
Remark. Indeed, the proof shows that the aq form a partially ordered d-sequence 
in any partial order. Thus Theorem 5.4.2 is a converse to Theorem 5.4.1.
Corollary 5.4.3. Let R  be a local ring. Then R  is a Buchsbaum ring if  and only 
i f  every system  of parameters forms a quadratic sequence in any pai'tial order. □
Next, we examine those ring whose systems of parameters form a quadratic 
sequence in some particular partial order.
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T h eorem  5 .4 .4 . Let R  be an n-dlmensionaJ local ring, n >  1, and let aq, . . .  ,x n 
be a system  of parameters for R. Suppose there is a pai'tial ordering on x i , . . .  , x n 
so that this is a quadratic sequence. Then there is a linear order on aq, . . .  , x n so 
that this is a d-sequence.
Proof. We induct on n =  dim R. When n =  1, the element aq is a quadratic 
sequence. Thus, we have either (0 : aq) fl (aq) =  (0), in which case aq is a d- 
sequence, or (0 : aq) fl (aq) =  (aq). But if the latter occurs, then in particular 
aqaq =  0, which contradicts that aq is a system of parameters.
Now, suppose n >  2, and let A be a partially ordered set which makes aq, . . .  , xn 
a quadratic sequence. Let a  €  A be any minimal element, and without loss of gen­
erality, suppose a  indexes the element aq. Then in R /( aq) the images of aq, . • ■ , x n 
form a system of parameters which is a quadratic sequence indexed by the poset 
A \a . Thus, by the induction hypothesis, there is a linear order on aq, • • • ,x n so 
that with this order, the images in i?/(aq) form a d-sequence. We may suppose, by 
renumbering, that the order is just aq <  aq <  . . .  <  x n.
Now, suppose 0  is an ideal of A such that (0 : aq) fl I  =  /©, where I  (resp., /©) 
is the ideal generated by the aq (resp., aq 6 0 ) . If 0  /  0, then there is aq £  0  with 
aqaq =  0. But choosing a minimal prime p of R  with dim R /p  =  dim R, we have 
that aqaq € p, and hence either aq € p, or aq €  p. Both possibilities contradict that 
aq and aq are parts of a system of parameters. Hence, we must have 0  =  0, and 
(0 : aq) H I  =  (0). By Lemma 5.1.5, aq, . . .  ,x n is a d-sequence. □
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L em m a 5 .4 .5 . Let R  be a ring, not necessarily local. Suppose aq, . . .  ,x n is a 
linearly ordered quadratic sequence in R. If, for each i =  0 , . . .  ,n —1, x t+± rad(7), 
then x i , . . .  , x s is a d-sequence in this order.
Proof. We need to show that for each i =  0 , . . .  , n — 1,
((a?!,... , aq) . aq_jq) D (aq, . . .  , xn) (aq, . . .  , aq).
Suppose that this equality does not hold for some fixed i. Then since aq, . . .  , xn is 
a quadratic sequence, we have
((a?!,... , aq) . Xj-j-i) Pi (aq, . . . , 3?n) ( x i , . . . , Xj ).
where j  >  i +  1. In particular, x?+1 €  (a?i,... ,Xi),  showing that Xi G rad(7), 
contradicting the hypothesis. □
E xam p le . Let x \ , . . .  , xn be a d-sequence in the ring R.  Let y E R  be idempotent 
modulo the ideal ( x \ , . . .  , x n); that is, y £  { x \ , . . .  , xn), but y2 E (xq, . . .  , x n. Then 
aq, . . .  , x n, y  is a linearly ordered quadratic sequence which is not a d-sequence.
C orollary 5 .4 .6 . Let R  be an n-dimensional local ring, n >  1, and suppose 
x i , . . .  , x n is a system  of parameters in R  which form a quadratic sequence in 
this linear order. Then aq, . . .  , x n is a d-sequence in this order.
Proof. A system of parameters in a local ring satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 
5.4.5. □
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND OPEN QUESTIONS
In this chapter, we summarize the main results of the previous chapters and list 
some questions that remain to be answered. The first section summarizes Chapters 
3 and 4; the second section summarizes Chapter 5. We will state explicitely some 
questions that arose as this research progressed, and also indicate some directions 
of research that our approach suggests might be useful.
6 .1 .  S u m m a r y  a n d  Q u e s t i o n s  o n  L i n k a g e
Throughout this section, we keep the notation of Chapter 3; that is, in the Goren- 
stein local ring jR, the ideals A  and B  are linked by a generically Gorenstein, Cohen- 
Macaulay ideal J, and A is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal. Our main results of Chapter 3 
showed essentially that though linkage by generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay 
ideals does not preserve the Cohen-Macaulay property in its entirety, nonetheless, 
at least for direct linkage, quite a bit can be said. By using the properties of an ideal 
J , related to the linking ideal I  by K r / j =  J / I , we were able to give a complete 
description of when B  is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal. This lead easily to a description 
of the non-Cohen-Macaulay locus of R/ B ,  when B  is not a Cohen-Macaulay ideal, 
and in certain cases we were able to compute the dimension of the non-Cohen- 
Macaulay locus. We further investigated when R / B  had nearly maximal depth, 
obtaining a characterization similar in spirit to the characterization for when R / B
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is Cohen-Macaulay. In the case when A  and B  are geometrically linked, we gave a 
different characterization for high depth in terms of the Cohen-Macaulayness of the 
sum A +  B.  The third section of Chapter 3 gave, for some cases, a method for find­
ing generators for B  in terms of the generators of A,  J , and I,  and more generally, 
for a method for constructing a (non-mimimal) free resolution for R / B .  Finally, 
Chapter 4 was devoted to showing explicitly how generators for J  can be found, for 
a specific class of ideals / ,  the generically Gorenstein, determinantal ideals.
Our first question was what originally motivated many of the results in Chapter 3; 
unfortunately, we have been unable to answer it as yet.
Question 6.1.1. With the notation as above, is the canonical module K r / b  of R / B  
always Cohen-Macaulay? The evidence suggests a positive answer; indeed, it is 
likely that the converse also holds. That is, if K r / b  is Cohen-Macaulay, is B  
linked to a Cohen-Macaulay ideal by a generically Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay 
ideal?
A positive answer to Question 6.1.1 would make the statements of our Theorem
3.1.15 and Theorem 3.1.17 stronger. On the other hand, the conclusion of Theorem
3.1.15 may hold independently of the linkage assumption:
Question 6.1.2. Suppose B  is a non-Cohen-Macaulay ideal, for which the canonical 
module K r / b  is Cohen-Macaulay. In general, what kinds of properties does B  pos­
sess? For instance, does the inequality of Theorem 3.1.15 hold: dimNCM ( R/ B)  >  
depth R /B  — 1?
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Also, Question 6.1.1 is related to the depth of the module Extgj/~l ( R/ B,  R ), where 
height B  — g. This leads us to ask about the behavior of these higher Ext modules:
Question 6.1.3. What properties do the Ext t ( R / B , R )  possess? For instance, when 
do they vanish, or have reasonably high depth or dimension? It seems reason­
able to expect relatively good behavior; for instance, we have no example where 
dim R / B  >  3 and depth Ext^+1 ( R/ B,  R) =  0. Thus we conjecture that in this case 
depth Ext^+1 (R/ B,  R)  >  1, and this would imply a positive answer to Question 
6 . 1 . 1 .
Finally, given the usefulness of the ideal J  in this study, in trying to extend 
these results by dropping the assumption that I  be generically Gorenstein, it seems 
natural to want to associate to I  an ideal similar to J.  One such way might the 
following:
Question 6.1.4■ Suppose I  is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal. Is there a “nice” submodule 
M  of K r / i  s o  that K ji/ i / M  is isomorphic to an ideal of R ? Note that if I  is 
generically Gorenstein, M  =  0. By “nice”, we mean homologically simple; an 
optimistic hope is that M  is free or at least Cohen-Macaulay.
6 .2 .  S u m m a r y  a n d  Q u e s t i o n s  o n  Q u a d r a t i c  S e q u e n c e s
Our main result of Chapter 5 was that the set of monomials of fixed length whose 
terms come from a d-sequence form a quadratic sequence in a natural order. Thus 
it is natural to ask if a similar result holds for the monomials whose terms come 
from a quadratic sequence:
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Question 6.2.1. Do the monomials of fixed length whose terms come from a qua­
dratic sequence in turn form a quadratic sequence? The main difficulty here is that 
the quadratic sequence is not linearly ordered; in particular, there are incomparable 
elements. This is the obstruction to extending the proof of Theorem 5.2.3 to this 
case.
Also in Chapter 5, we defined a new types of sequences, a linear version (Defini­
tion 5.3.1) and a partially ordered version (Definition 5.3.2) and showed analogous 
statements as those in section 5.2 hold. In particular, there are upper bounds on 
the relation types of such sequences. However, we are unable to give any examples. 
Hence, we ask:
Question 6.2.2. Are there any natural examples of sequences satisfying the condi­
tions of Definitions 5.3.1 and 5.3.2?
Finally, in connection with sequences and relation type, D. Costa defined and 
investigated the notion of a “sequence of linear type” [C]. It might be interesting 
to look at different kinds of sequences defined by relation types. For instance, 
we might call a sequence x i , . . . , x n a sequence of type ( r i , . . . , r n) if the ideal 
Ii =  ( x i , . . . ,  Xi) has relation type r{. Similarly, we could allow partially ordered 
indexing sets. Preliminary calculations using MACAULAY suggest that the generic 
determinantal ideals, using the natural partial order on the minors, have a rather 
interesting relation type structure, in the sense as above.
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